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directors' reports 

T he SHver Anniversary of the Museum was observed in J 982-83 with 
a series of special events. These continued as 1983 began with an 
exhibition organized by the Mid-America Arts Alliance, VISIONS '83, 
featuring the provocative recent work of ten outstanding artists from 
this region. It was the largest traveling exhibition ever to come here, 
and thanks to the cooperation of the Department of Art it was partly 
installed in the Ga llery in the Fine Arts Building in addition [0 the 
Modern Gallery in the Museum. Generous financial support from 
Museum Associates and the Missouri Arts Council made it possible to 
bring Ihis exhibition to Columbia and the Universi ty. 

The second annua l Alumni Seminar weekend was held in March 
on the theme of modern technology. For this, a very specia l exhibi
tion, Late-Modern, Posl-Modern Archilecture exhibited not only the 
innovative competition designs of three archi tectura l firms for the 
proposed new Law School building, but also displayed the original 
drawings for old Academic Hall, the Sociology building, Tate and 
Lowry Halls-all buildings that have housed the Law School in the 
past. The competition for the new building was won by The Leonard 
Parker Associates and McCoy, Hutchison, Stone Architects, who have 
also received a national design award for their entry. It is a special 
pleasure to acknowledge the warm encouragement and substantial 
help we received in organizing the exhibition from members of the 
University administration who are responsible for building projects, 
particularly Michael Haggans, William Ruppert and the late David 
Kammeraad. A key role in developing the exhibition was played by an 
able student assistant, Claudia Barbero. Other exhibitions drew from 
the remarkable storehouse of the Museum's permanent collections and 
were planned to enrich cou rses being taught or a symposium being 
offered on campus. 

Jan Sanders, the second recipient of the Weinberg Traveling 
Fellowship, continued her studies and work on archaeological excava
tions in Greece. She received an M.A. from the Department of Art 
History and Archaeology in 1982, and is continuing her work for the 
Ph.D. The fellowship was established in honor of Gladys and Saul 
Weinberg on their retirement in 1977, and is available to graduate 
students in the Department in classical archaeology. 
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In March Jeffrey Wilcox , Associate Curator of Exhibits, completed 
an entirely new installation of the Early Christian Gallery, which 
required design and construction of a handsome exh ibition case. This 
is the first redesigning of a gallery since the move into Pickard Hall in 
1976. Also in March David Butler presented a paper for the annual 
meeting in Detroit of the National Art Education Association, on the 
subject of the extremely successful Super Saturday series for children 
sponsored by Museum Associates. We will not be surprised to see the 
idea emulated in other museums around the country as a result of his 
presentation. 

It is due to the enthusiastic support of our friends group, Museum 
Associates, that the Museum is able to reach out to the mid-Missouri 
community as well as it does. The report of its new president , luann 
Andrews, in this issue, attests to the warmth and commitment which 
are brought by the many active members constituting this group, 
whose names can be found in the back of Muse. Thei r most ambitious 
project of the spring before J left the directorship of the Museum was 
the grand benefit auction on May l sI. I am sure no other event has 
taken the time and ta lents of more members than this monumental 
effort, in which a larger-than-l ife-sized cast of the Apollo Belvedere 
was auctioned off, along with more than 300 other works of art and 
attractive donations from members. 

Attne close of the academic term in May, I left the director's 
position in the very capable hands of Ruth Witt, to return full-time to 
the Department, to my research on French colonial arch itecture in Sle. 
Genevieve, and to my service as an officer of the Society of Archi
tectural Historians. A final responsibility I have is as chairman of the 
Search Committee to find a new permanent director, a position we 
hope 10 fill in Ihe fall of 1984, and beyond that, J will serve the 
Museum as a member of its Advisory Committee, as a member of 
Museum Associates, and as a loyal friend. 

OSMUND OVERBY 
Director rmlll Md y 13, 1983 
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A s the events of the twenty-fifth anniversary came to an end, a 
remarkable era for the Museum also passed into history . Begun with 
little except optimism in 1957 by Saul and Gladys Weinberg, directed, 
cherished and nurtured by them for twenty years, the Museum became 
their avocation in 1977 when they stepped into active retirement. We 
are gratefu l that their unstinting support still continues. In May 1983, 
after devoting six years to the progress of the Museum as its second 
di rector, Professor Overby resumed full-time teaching and research in 
the Department of Art History and Archaeology. This was a period of 
professional growth for the staff and of remarkable growth for the 
collections, with over 3,000 objects added. Our collections now total 
more than 10,000 objects. 

In the meantime, Museum life and staff acti vities continued. The 
summer season began with the departure of Jane Biers, Curator of 
Ancient Art, Jeffrey Wilcox, Associate Curator of Exhibits, and Rebec
ca Mersereau, Editorial Assistant, to participate in the excavations at 
Mirobriga, Portugal , with Jane as Field Director, Jeffrey as Staff 
Photographer, and Rebecca as Field Assistant. The Museum continues 
to support its commi tment to the excavations led by archaeologists 
from the Art History and Archaeology Department, both with staff time 
and funds. Rel>orts of these activities w ill be found in this issue. In the 
summer also, Florene Fratcher, Museum Shop Manager , accompanied 
her husband to Tacoma, Washington, leaving the Shop in the capable 
hands of Elizabeth Parrigin and committee. I was invited to take part at 
the annual meeting in San Diego of the Association of College and 
University Museums and Gal leries in a panel discussion with three 
other museum directors, on the subject , "Collec ti ons Management 
and Ihe Role of the Universi ty M useum." Summer Artquesl, an imag
inative series for youth initiated by Elementary Art Supervisor Sally 
Froese, with the assistance of Susan Hood and several staff and 
volunteers, was featured in the Weekly Missourian. The aim was to 
have young visitors to the Museum use worksheets to explore many 
aspects of the art and culture of peoples from ancient l imes to the 
present. thus training their eyes to observe pattern, design, utensils, 
shapes and colors. 

The first exhibition of the autumn season was Photography Plus: 
Permutations and modifications of the silver prinl , organized by Jean 
Tucker of the University of Missouri-St. louis. At the opening recep
tion , Mrs. Tucker discussed the show from an art historical point of 
view, while on the following day Christine Young, Conservator of 
Photographs at the Indiana H istorical SOCiety, presented an all-day 
workshop on the history and conservation of photographs. These 
well -attended presentati ons were funded by a grant from the Missouri 
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Committee for the Humanities, the state-based arm of the National 
Endowment for the Humanities. David Butler, Registrar/Education 
Coordinator, was responsible for the grant, and , among other duties, 
has now also taken on the task of editing Muse/eUer. 

Richard Baumann, Curator of Renaissance and Modern Art, and 
Vera Townsend, Chairman of the Art History and Archaeology Depart
ment, working together with Katherine McKinin, selected paintings 
and drawings of the late l awrence McKinin of the UMC Art Depart
ment for the remarkable and colorful retrospective exhibition which 
took place in October. An illustrated catalogue, written by Richard 
and Vera, designed by John Huffstol. Graphic Designer, and publi shed 
with the help of gifts from Katherine and Nicholas McKinin, comple
mented the exhibition. Jt was extremely well received by the com
munity, attesting to McKinin's stature as an artisl. 

Next came the Columbia Collects exhibition, which has come to 
be a regular event. Th is year the subject was Master Graphics, and 
Richard Baumann enlisted the participation of the graduate students in 
the Introduction to Museum Stud ies course for this effort. Again the 
Columbia community showed its support with prints in many media 
and periods among the offerings. The opening of this exhibition was 
planned to coincide with the birthday of the Museum, at which 
Museum Associates presented a lovely Greek vase to enrich our 
Ancient collections, and gave away, through a drawing, a unique state 
proof etching by Professor Frank Stack of the Art Department. For the 
same occasion, Jeffrey Wilcox and Rebecca Mersereau selected, 
arranged arK! did the research for a l ively exhibit from the Museum's 
own permanent collections of Oceanic art, the Art of the South Sea 
Islands, which continued into January. 

Reflecting upon all these activities, and many others which are 
mentioned elsewhere in this issue, reminds me of the faithful, tireless 
and unsung devotion of Anna Margaret Fields and Eli zabeth Windisch, 
who keep the records, type all our words, arrange the tours, proof the 
copy, answer the calls, tactfully and gracious ly receive visitors, and 
effectively hold the office together. Most museums our size have much 
larger support staffs, which causes me to realize what a tremendous 
job is done by these two. I would also l ike to acknowledge the hard 
work of our student assistan ts, Carol Inge and Patrick Wickern, who 
not only do their assigned ta sks for the Museum, but have given many 
extra hours at receptions, at the auction, with children's activities and 
in many other ways. 

We continue to be amazed at the versati l ity of our collections. For 
an exhibition planned to coordinate with a series of lectures on Islam 
sponsored by the Department of Religious Studies, we found among 
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our relatively few works of Islamic Art enough good pieces for a nice 
display in the Student Union to demonstrate Art from the world of 
Islam. Our second mall exhibition in November at Parkade Plaza, 
Masterpieces in the Marketplace, was even more popular than the 
firs t one last year. Such shows do much to let our mid -Missouri 
const i tuency know about the cultural resources available in their 
midst. and the exposure is also good for the Museum and the Uni
versity. 

The work of the many active members of Museum Associates has 
also spread the news of the wealth of the Museum's collections to an 
ever-widening audience. Their valuable support- in time, talent and 
funds-has enabled the Museum to offer varied educational programs 
for all ages, has added significan t works to the collections and has 
brought special exhibitions for the edification and delight of the 
community. 

Generous donors have also continued to contribute to the variety 
and enrichment of our holdings, as can be seen by perusing the pages 
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listing all the acquisitions for 1982. Giving has cont inued in 1983, 
with a generous contribution from the Boone County Community Trust 
to supplement the Development Fund Grant for the Silver Anniversary 
purchase of the Roman sarcophagus panel mentioned in Muse 16. The 
Weinberg Fund continues to provide substantially for objects of 
ancient Mediterranean art, and a special gift from Professor and Mrs. 
Chester Starr in honor of President Emeritus and Mrs. Elmer Ellis 
brought a lithograph by Grant Wood into our co llection- making that 
the first work by Wood in the Museum. Gifts of objects of art 
continued to be received in 1983, and a complete li stin g wiJI appear in 
the next issue of Muse. 

We were saddened to learn of the deaths of two of our generous 
donors: Morton May, who through the years contributed some of our 
finest works of Pre-Columbian and Oceanic art; and Mary Chorn 
Hazard (BA '21), who, with her late husband l eland (B.A. '18), was 
among the earliest and most faithfu l supporters of the Museum. The 
Chorn Memorial Fund, established in 1959, for ten years provided 
funds to acquire many fine objects for the Museum. Donations of 
works of art continued to come from Mrs. Hazard until shortly before 
her death in October. 

In the fall we were notifed of an important bequest from the estate 
of Olive Gilbreath Mclorn. M any w ill remember Mrs. Mclorn's gifts 
to the Museum of Far Eastern objects presented at the time of our move 
to Pickard Hall. It was then that a gallery was named for her and her 
late husband. This bequest-the first for the Museum-has been 
established as an endowment, the income of which wiJI be used for 
acquisitions of works of art in accordance with the Museum's coJIec
tion policy. This policy, recently formulated by the staff, after long 
months of study and discussion, and now approved both by the 
Museum Advisory Committee and the Business Office of the Univer
sity, includes the goa ls, the criteria and the procedures for collecting 
and for deaccessioning (removing) works from the collection. Such 
approval is of prime importance for us at this time, for our space needs 
have reached critical proportions. Of course the Museum will contin
ue to collect; now, however, we must be more selective in accepting 
objects of art, for we hope to be able to upgrade our collections and to 
fill in the areas of weakness in order to provide works of art of high 
quality for research and study, and for the enrichment of the com
munity. We hereby urge our generous donors to help us improve the 
collec(ions. Generations of students of all ages will be grateful! 

At this writing, applications received for a new full-time director 
are being reviewed. A chapter has dosed; a new and exciting one is 
about to begin. It seems that th is interim time can be and has been a 
fruitful one, in which to put into perspective the many accomplish
ments and goals of the Museum, and to lay the groundwork as far as 
possible for the future. That future, I am convinced, is a bright one. 

RUTH E. win 
Interim Director 
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report of the museum associates 

F or Museum Associates, 1983 was an eventful and productive year. 
W ith a membership now numbering around 800, thi s support organiza· 
tion is filled with talented and hard-working individuals who together 
create a richly textured group thai is open to new ideas and sugges
tion s. Whether it is by fu nd rai sing or by involvement in an energetic 
museum activity, Museum Associates is continuously eager to en· 
hance the Museum of Art and Archaeology. 

A va riety of Museum tours. led mainly by Museum docents, were 
offered this yea r. The docents alone gave tours to a lo tal of 3,13& 
people and in addition they gave outreach programs to 585. In 
February and March the docents, along with volunteers from the 
public school system, were busily involved w ith the cont inuation 
of Super Saturday for ch ildren. These workshops, which were original
ly so well received in 1982, were repeated with alterations for a total 
audience of 416 schoo l c hildren. 

The popular Wednesday lunchtime Tours, Sunday Drop-In Tours 
and monthly Discovery Tours were continued in 1983, given by 
docents, staff. faculty and advanced students. These were based upon 
the permanent collection s, new acqu isi tions and special exhibitions. A 
special addi tion to the lunchtime Tours offered in the fall was " Music 
among the Masters." These informal concerts, which took place in the 
O ld Masters Gallery, were attended by 207 enthusiastic li steners. We 
ex tend specia l thanks to Don M cGlothlin and the UMC Department of 
Music for making Ihis ser ies possible. 

In September and October, a new program was offered for young 
people in grades one to six. Thi s program was sponsored through the 
Educational Programs and Activities Commi !tee and the Docent 
Committee. Fifty-one young part icipants auended four workshops on 
consecutive Saturdays for a va riety of gallery activities. Working in 
small groups and using objects from the Museum's collections, the 
children learned about everyday life in the ancient world. The 
Educat ion Committee was responsible for two other Museum series 
thi s year. First, a six-week subscription series, " The Pyramids of 
Egypt," laught by Professor A lbert leonard, Jr. of the Department of 
Art History and Archaeology, was offered in September and October, 
with thirty-nine participants. Second, a classic film series in the spring 
wa s attended by 295, and in the fall , another fil m series devoted 
entirely to classic comedies amused all 177 who attended. We are 
gratefu l to Professor Jerry Berneche of the Art Department for both 
these series. 

The Social Committee has provided the necessa ry atmosphere for 
many activit ies at the Museum thi s year. Various recept ions were 
given for exhibition openings. In conjunction with Friends of Music, a 
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well-attended reception was held at the Museum following the March 
presentation by the SI. Louis Symphony; in December an overflow 
crowd of 427 came to the Museum following the Choral Union 
concert. In cooperation with the Educational Programs and Activities 
Committee, the Docent Committee and the Socia l Committee added 
to the success of the reception given at the Museum for the Columbia 
Public School Board and other invited guests from the public schools' 
faculty and staff. The purpose of this reception was to acquaint them 
with the Museum's co llections and discuss various ways of making use 
of its resources in the public schools' curriculum. 

The Museum Shop is an extremely important asset to the Museum, 
and the Shop Committee, along with a large group of regu lar 
volunteers, are to be complimented for their generou s contribution of 
time. In September, Museum Associates was represented by the Shop 
at the community sponsored activi ty, Life-Be In It. Throughout the 
day, the committee distributed Museum posters and sold Shop mer
chandise. Without the Shop proceeds, many of the activities of 
Museum Associates could not be presented. 

Under the direction of the Travel Committee, a trip was offered to 
Museum Associates in October. This memorable tour, led by Elinor 
Martineau Coyle of SI. louis, featured historic SI. Louis churches: the 
Greek Orthodox Church of SI. Nicholas, the Second Presbyterian 
Church and the Gothic Revival Chr ist Church Cathedral. Lunch at 
Richard Perry and dinner that even ing aboard the Robert E. Lee on the 
SI. Louis waterfront made the trip even more enjoyable. 

Perhaps the most ambitious of all activities thi s year was the 
Museum Associates Auction held Sunday, May 1. This project, 
sponsored through the Membership Committee, included a live auc
tion preceded by a cocktail buffet and silent auction. Over 300 items 
and services were collected, and, after a considerabl e amount of work 
by dedicated volunteers, our efforts were rewarded with a handsome 
profit from the evening's activities, which went toward the purchase of 
a lovely, fifth-century B.C. red-figure Greek amphora which was 
presented to the Museum at the annual Museum Associates Birthday 
Party held in November. The amphora will not only be studied by the 
classes from the Department of Art History and Archaeology but also 
enjoyed by the many guests who visit the Museum. 

To all Museum Associates I want to express my gratitude. [ 
especially want to thank the committee chai rmen and committee 
members, listed at the end of this issue, who through contributions of 
time and talent allow the Museum's educational programs and other 
activities to continue. [t is especially rewarding when our membership 
is interested in the fu nd raising activities which in turn help to enrich 
the art and archaeological collection s at the Museum. Thi s enrichment 
is realized not only by the University and its students, but also by a 
community which is increasingly aware of the Museum of Art and 
Archaeology and ils contri bution to the public. 

LUANN ANDREWS 
President, Mureum Assoc;ates 
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exhibitions 1983 

Recent Acquisitions: Anatolian POllery from 5000 8.C, selections from 
the permanent collections, January l-April 20. 

VISIONS '83, January 16-February 20; presented the multi-media 
work of ten selected artists living and creating today in ArkanS<ls, 
Kan sas, Missouri , Nebraska and Oklahoma. 

Late·Modem, Post-Modern Architecture: Designing a Law School 
Building and Designs (or Past Law Buildings at UMC, February 
27- March 27; views of past and present architectural designs, includ
ing preliminary designs for the future l aw School building by three 
competing firms. 

Early Christian and Byzantine Art, gallery renovation and re
installat ion of the permanent collection, completed March 25. 

Salvador Dali: Memories of Surrealism, AprilS-June 5; portfolio 
of twelve prints-etchings and l ithographs, done in 1971. 
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Recent Acquisition: A Roman Sarcophagus Panel, May l-October 
30; a richly decorated marble fragment depicting Erotes in a chariot 
race, ca. 200 A.D .. 

Twentieth-Century German Graphics, June 7-August 21; from the 
permanent collection, in celebration of the tricentennia l of German
speaking peoples in America. 

PholOgraphy Plus: Permutations and modifications of the silver 
print and Photographs from the Permanenl Collection, August 28-
October 2; thirty works by thirteen contemporary artist-photographers; 
held in conjunction were a special lecture on the exhibit and a 
workshop on the history of photographic techniques and the conserva
tion of photographic images. 

Roman ArC revision and reinstallation of the permanent collec
tion completed September 1 5. 

Art (rom the World of Islam, September 3D-October 30; organ
ized in conjunction wi th the Department of Religiou s Studies for the 
Paine lecture series, " Islam in the Modern World," and exhibited in 
the Memorial Union Bui lding, University of Missouri-Columbia. 

Lawrence McKinin: A Retrospective Exhibition, October 9-
November 6; ninety works including paintings, drawings and jewel ry 
by the late professor of Fine Arts at the University of Missou ri
Columbia. 

Columbia CollecLS: Master GraphiCS, November 13-December 
'1; over fihy prints of various media from twenty-five local private 
collections, including masters such as Durer, Rembrandt, Daumier, 
Cezanne, Hopper, Ken t, Benton and Bellows. 

Masterpieces in the Marketplace, November 18 and 19; a sam
pling of twenty-one objects from the permanen t collection made up 
this display in Parkade Pla za Shopping Center, Columbia. 

Art o( the Soulh Sea Island5, November 12-January 8, 1984; 
rarely displayed objects from the permanent col lection of Oceanic Art. 
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lenders to exhibitions 

For Lale-Modern, Post-Modern ArchiteclUre: Designing a Law School 
Building and Designs (or Past Law Buildings at UMC 

The University of Missouri-Columbia: Office of Facilities Planning and 
Development and Office of Campus Facilities. 

For Lawrence McKinin: A Retrospective Exhibition 

Marc and Eva de Chazal, Rita Gardner, Jimmy Hourigan , Emma Jean 
McKinin, Katherine McKinin, Nicholas McKinin, The Nelson-Atkins 
Museum of Art, Kansas City, Missouri , Springfield Art Museum, 
Springfield, Missouri, Saul and Gladys Weinberg. 

For Columbia Collecls: Master Graphics 

Anonymous lenders (6), Professor Edzard Baumann, Franc;;oise and 
Joseph Bien, Bill Bondeson, Ben and 8rooke Cameron, Doug and Barb 
Carr, Ms. Jeanine Chapman, Dr. Harry B. Cohen, Columbia Regional 
Hospi tal, Bill and Aggie Crowley, Victor and Elizabeth Dropkin, Dr. 
and Mrs. John Henricks, 6ill Holmes, Edward and Kay Hunvald, Mr. 
and Mrs. Perry G. Parrigin, Jim and Ann Rogers, Helen M. Solter, 
Professor Frank Stack, Mr. and Mrs. T. P. Waters, Saul and Gladys 
Weinberg. 
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loans out 1 983 

To the Bellevue Art Museum, Bellevue, Washington, a Roman marble 
portrait head of Nero, for 5,000 Years of Faces, January 28-July 30. 

To the Haus der Kunst, Munich, Germany, a painting by Samuel 
Lancaster Gerry, Lake of the Avernus, for In the Light of Claude torrain, 
March 12-May 29. 

To the Jewish Community Center of Sou thern New Jersey, Cherry 
Hill, five ancient figurines from Syria, Egypt, Palestine and Cyprus, for 
Climbing the Steps of Time, April 17-24. 

To the University Gallery, Memphis Stale University, Tennessee, 
sixty artifacts, for Visualizing Archaeology: Israel from the New Slone 
Age through Byzantine, April 28-June 26. 

To the Department of Hebrew and Semi tic Studies, University of 
Wisconsin-Madison, nine ancient objects from Greece and the Near 
East, for the traveling exh ibition Sign, Symbol, Script: The Origins of 
Writing and the Alphabet, August l-March 31, 1986. 

To the Oklahoma Museum of Art, Oklahoma City, an etching by 
Rembrandt van Rijn, David in Prayer, for an exh ibi t ion of Rembrandt 
etchings from museums in the Southwest, September' 2-0ctaber 30. 

Ta the State Capitol in Jefferson City, Missouri , an ancient Greek 
amphora, far the exhibit Campus as a Cultural Resource, on indefinite 
loan. 
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events 1983 

January 

'2 lunchtime Tour 
Ancien/Seals/ones, Rebecca Mersereau, Museum of Art and Archaeology 

16 Classic Film 
Tight lillie Island 

Opening Reception and lecture 
VISIONS 'BJ ,Vera Townsend, Depanmenl of Art History and Archaeology 

23 Classic Film 
50 Evil My Love 

24 Lecture 
Origins of Greek Art in Sicily, Barbara Barlella , Department of Art History 
and Archaeology 
Sponsored by the Archaeological/nsf/lule of America 

26 Lunchtime Tour 
The Art of C/oisonne, Rex Campbell, Department of Rural Sociology 

30 Disco\'ery Tour 
The Journeys of St. Paul, Anne Braisled, Museum Docent 

Classic Film 
Tall Blonde Man with One Black Shoe 

February 

2 lunchtime Tour 
Is Bronze Brass?, Maura Cornman, Museum of Art and Archaeology 

3 Lecture 
Use and Abuse of Eastern Culture in Amer;ca, The Reverend James Heisi); 
of the Nanzan Institute, Nagoya. Japan 
Sponsored by the Departmenl of Religious Studies 

6 Classic Film 
Behold a Pale Horse 

9 lunchtime Tour 
Ancienl Jewelry. Carolyn Collings. Museum Docent 

13 Classic Film 
Evergreen 
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14 Lecture 
Ain-Chalal: A Pre-pottery Neolithic Village all tile Outskirts of Amman, 
Jordan, Albert Leonard, Jr" Department of Art History and Archaeology 
Sponsored by the Archaeological InstilUte o( America 

16 Lunchtime Tour 
/apdnese Lacquerware, Ruth Will. Museum of Art and Archaeology 

17 Lecture 
Digging Up Tenochtit/an, Dr. Henry B. Nicholson, University of Califor
nia at Los Angeles 

20 (lassie Film 
Kidnapped 

23 Lunchtime Tour 
Ancient Lamps, John Huffstot, Museum of An and Archaeology 

March 

2 lunchtime Tour 
Cracking Ancient Codes. Frances Maupin, Museum Docent 

6 Classic Film 
Hireling 

7 lecture 
TeotihuacJn's Commercial Presence at Mafacapan (Veracru z! Mexico: 
The Recent Evidence, Richard Diehl. Department of Anthropology 
Sponsoroo by the Archaeological instifule of America 

8 lecture 
Medicine in Ancient Peru, Dr. Fernando Cabieses, Director of Peruvian 
Museum of Health Sciences and the Neurological Institute, lima . Peru 
Sponsoroo by Ihe Deparlment of Anlhropology 

9 lunchtime Tour 
The 30-Minute Connoisseur. Edzard Baumann, Department of Art History 
and Archaeology 

23 Lunchtime Tour 
Contemporary Archi/eclUral Drawings. Osmund Overby, Department of 
Art History and Archaeology 

27 Discovery Tour 
/ewish Burial Customs in the First Century, Elizabeth Windisch, Museum 
of Art and Archaeology 

30 lunchtime Tour 
Twell/y·five Yedrs of Col/ecting, Saul weinberg, Museum of Art and 
Archaeology 
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April 

6 lunchtime Tour 
Copts and Robbers. Elizabeth Windisch, Museum of Art and Archaeology 

10 Film 
The Ar! of (he Hyogushi 

13 Lunchtime Tour 
Daily Life in Ancient Greece, Jeannette Thompson, Museum Docent 

18 .Lecture 
300,000 Years of the Use of Ochre, Denise Schmandt-Besscrat, University 
of Texas 
Sponsoreci by the Archaeological InSlitule of America 

20 Lunchtime Tour 
Pictures in Slone, leffrey Wilcox, Museum of Art and Archaeology 

24 Discovery Tour 
Baroque Painting, David Buller, Museum of Art and Archaeology 

27 Lunchtime Tour 
Craven Images, David Buller, Museum of Art and Archaeology 

May 

Lecture 
Greek Terracofta Figurines, Reynold A. Higgins, Norton Lecturer and 
Keeper Emeritus, Brit ish Museum 
Sponsored by the Archaeological Ins/itute of America 

Museum Associates Auction 
Auctioneers R,E . and Brent Voorheis; held at the Country Club of Missouri 

June 

'5 Lunchtime Getaway 
After Maximilian alld Bodmer on the Upper Missouri, W. Raymond 
Wood, Department of Anthropology 

19 German Tricentennial Series: Film 
The Amish. A People of Preservarion 

22 Lunchtime Getaway 
Across West Africa, David Butler, Museum of Art and Archaeology 

26 German Tricentennial Series: Lecture 
The Amish in Missouri, Joel Hartman, Dqh1rtment of Sociology 

29 Lunchtime Getaway 

20 

M(;wntains and Museums: The Landscape and Archaeology of (hilla, Ruth 
Wilt, Museum of Art and A rchaeology 



July 

3 German Tricentennial Series: Film 
Three Penny Opera 

6 Lunchtime Getaway 
Sea rch fOf Apollo, Film introduced by John Huffsto t, Museum of Art and 
Archaeology 

10 German Tricentennial Series: lecture 
German Contributions {a Missouri, Adolr SchrQt.'(/cr, Department of 
Germanic and Slavic Languages 

1] lunchtime Getaway 
HislOlic ArchiteclUre on the Francis Quadrangle. Osmund O."efby, De
partment of Art Hi story and Archaeology 

17 German Tricentennial Series: lecture 
German Ar15 and ArchileclUre in Missouri, Osmund Overby. Department 
of Art History and Archaeology 

20 lunchtime Getaway 
Folk Museums of Nor/hIVes/em Europe, Robert F .G. Spier, Dep.Htmcnt of 
Anthropology 

24 German Tricentenniai Series: Film 
Der HaupUnann von K6penick 

27 Lunchtime Getaway 
Bush Negroes of Surinam, Larry Kantner. Department of Art EduC.ltion 

] 1 German Tricenten nial Series: Lecture 
PreviC\v of Two Tricentennial Exhibitions 
Jerry Berneche. Depanment of Art 
Adolf Schroeder. Department of Germanic and Slavic L.lllguages 
Howard Marshall. Missouri Cultural Heritage Cenler 

August 

] lunchtime Getaway 
The Grand Duchy of Luxembourg. Elizabeth Windisch . Museum of Art ilnd 
Archaeology 

] 1 lunchtime Tour 
The Language of Ar!lThe Language of Music. Vera Townsend . DcpJrtment 
of Art History and Archaeology 

2 , 



September 

7 Music Among the Masters 
An All-Brahms Cello Recital, Harry Dunscombe, Gepartment of Music 

11 Subscription Lecture Series 
Discovering the Pyramids: Some Early Speculations, Albert Leonard, Jr., 
Department of Art History and Archaeology 

14 lunchtime Tour 
The Romanlic Movement. Michael Budds, Department of Music 

16 Illustrated lecture and Reception 
Photography Plus: Permutations and modifications of Ine silver priOl, Jean 
Tucker, University of Missouri-SC louis 

1 7 All-day Workshop 
The His/Dry of Photographic Techniques and Ihe Conservation of Photo
graphic Images, Christine Young, Conservator of Photographs at the 
Indiana Historical Society 

, 8 Subscription lecture Series 
An Outline of Egyptian History, Albert Leonard, Jr., Department of Art 
History and Archaeology 

21 Lunchtime Tour 
Photography Plus, Richa rd Baumann, Museum of Art and Archaeology 

22 Reception and Tour for Columbia Public School Officials 
Sponsored by Museum Associates 

24 Museum Adventures for Children: Subscription Workshop Series Begins 

25 Discovery Tour 
A Statuelte o( Men , Eugene N. Lane, Department of Classical Studies 

Subscription Lecture Series 
Early Egyptian Funerary Architecture, Albert Leonard, Jr., Department of 
Art History and Archaeology 

28 Lunchtime Tour 
Trade and 8arter in the Ancien! World, Jean Francis, Museum Docent 

October 

, Museum Adventures for Child ren 

2 Subscription Lecture Series 
King Zoser's Pyramid Complex at Saqqara, Albert Leonard , Jr. , Department 
of Art History and Archaeology 

5 Lunchtime Tour 
The Greeks Before Homer, Saul Weinberg, Museum of Art and Archae
ology 

8 Museum Adventures for Chifdren 
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9 Subscription Lectu re Series 
Toward the "True" Pyramid, Albert Leonard, Jr., Department of Art History 
and Archaeology 

10 Lecture 
The S.uon Warrior of Banslcad Down, David Price-Wi lliams, Swazi land 
Archaeological Research Association, South Africa 
5ponSOlE'd by the Archaeological /nslilule of America 

'2 Music Among the Masters 
An All-Beethoven Recital, The Esterhazy Quartet 

15 Museum Adventures for Children 

16 Subscription Lecture Series 
The Great Pyramids al Giza, Albert Leonard, Jr., Department of Art History 
and Archaeology 

19 Lunchtime Tour 
Pain/ers dnd PianiSI5. Patricia CrO\"n, Department of Art History and 
Archaeology 

23 Comedy Film Series 
Tight Uttle Island 

26 Lunchtime TotH 
Lawrence McKinin : A Retrospective Exhibition, Vera Townsend, Depart
ment of Art History and Archaeology 

29 Museum Associates Trip 
His/oric Churches of 51. Louis, conducted by El inor Martineau Coyle 

Museum Adventures for Chi ldren 

30 Discovery Tour 
Ancienl Cyprus, Rebecca Mersereau, Museum of Art and Archacology 

Comedy Film Series 
They All Kissed the Bride 

November 

2 Lunchtime Tour 
fdrly Christian and Byzantine Art, Barbara Robinson , Museum Docent 

5 Museum Adventures for Chi ldren 

6 Comedy Film Series 
Gold Diggers of 1933 

7 Lecture 
The Small Town in the Roman Empire, Colin We lls, University of Ottawa, 
Canada 
5fXJnsoroo by the Archaeological Institute of America 

9 Music Among the Masters 
A Progrdm of A Cappel/a Selections, University Chamber Singers 

l' Museum Associates Birthday Party 
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Curator of Ancien! Art 
lane Biers discusses the 
Museum Associates' 
annual gift at the 
Birthday f'arty, 
November 1 I th - a 
splendid Red-Figure 
amphora painted by 
Hermonax. 

12 Museum Advenlures for Children 

13 Comedy Film Series 
Cafe Society 

16 LunchtimeTour 
Columbia (ol/eets: Master Graphics, Richard Baumann, Museum of Art 
and Archaeology 

19 Museum Adventures for Children 

20 Comedy Film Series 
Sainted Sisters 

30 Lunchtime Tour 
Old Master Painting, David Butler, Museum of Art and Archaeology 

December 

4 Comedy Film Series, Double Fealure Afternoon 
Love and [<vceny 
Bachelor's Daughter 

5 Blake-More Goowin Lecture 
Paris and Prostitution, Hollis Clayson, Northwestern University 

7 M usic Among the Masters 
A Recital of Early Music, the Cameline Consort 

'4 Lunchtime Tour 

24 

CuslOms, Costumes and Cookery of the Renaissance, l uann Arldrews, 
Barbara Robinson and Jeannette Thon1I)SOn, Museum Docents 



acquisitions 1982 

Central and South American Art 

Guatemala 

TerracoUa urn with jaguar head and spikes in high rel ief (4) 4)*, Milyan, ca. 
6()().900, lake Atjll~n. gift of Mr. Philip Pemlstein. 

Mexico 

Red, black and white ceramic standing fjgurine (435), Chupfcu.1ro. 500-100 
S.c.; stucco seated fjgure (4)6), Mayan, late (Iassic, ca. 600-900, both the 
gift of Mr. ,md Mrs. Andrew Gyenes . 

• The numbers in p.lren thescs are museum acccs~ion numbers 
and IlOrmally are given in full, as 82.434 . 
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Scaled S/uCCO (;8ure, 
Mayall, LaiC ClaSSic. ca. 
600-900 (4J6). H. 37.9 
em. 



Callan and woo/ pJnel 
l'IiOl design of standing 
mall and felines, 
Chancay, ca. 
1100-/400 (459). 37 x 
/8 cm. 

Peru 

Silver beaker with repousse design (431), ca. 1400, gift of Mr, Phihp 
Pearlstein. 

Tex/iles: polychrome wool poncho with geometric designs in diagonal 
panel s (460), Inca, ca. 1400- r 582, gift of Mr. Jeremy Merrin. Pair of cotton 
and wool polychrome bodice inserts (461), Chancay, ca. 1100-1400, gift of 
Mr. Samuel Merrin. Woven cotton polychrome belt wi th animal-form pouchE'S 
(463) and polychrome wool double woven sash (464), both Chancay, ca. 
1100-' 400, gift of Mr. Seth Merrin. Cotton and wool sl it-we<lve panel (4581, 
Nazca, ca. 400; panel with design of a standing man and felines, CoUon and 
wool polychrome with fringes (459)' Chancay, ca. 1 100-1400, both the gift oi 
Miss Esther Merrin. 

Far Eastern Art 

Japan 

Woodblock prints: Hiroshi Yoshida, 1876-1950, Morning at Abu/a, 1930 
(420); A Calm Day, 1930 (421); Tea House in Azalea Garden, 1935 (422), all 
the gift of Joanne, Jerry and John-Ross Berneche in memory of Anna D. 
Varcelli and Louis Varcell i and in honor of Joseph Varcelli. 

South and Southeast Asia n Art 

Afghanistan 

Terracotta figurine (334), Gandhara, ca. 300 HI, gift of Dr. Richard Nalin. 

Indones ia 

Texti le :. c.otto~ war'! ika t hinggi, nobleman's mantle, with design of an imal 
forms divided mto nme panels (462), Sumba Island. 19th c., gift of Mr, 5Jmuel 
Merrin. 
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Paki stan 

Schisl: relief of i1TnOrino or yakshi (300). Gandhara , 2nd-3rd c., Swat Valley, 
gift of Professor Samuel Eilenberg. Figure of Buddha Amitabha in meditation 
(441), Gandhara, 4th c. W, probably Swal VaHey. gift of Mr. Eric Neff. Frieze 
depicting the fasting Bodhi sattva Siddhartha and the perfect Buddha (465), 
Garldhara, 2nd c. (rI, gifl of Mr. Alan D. Wo1fe. 

All of the following Gandharan objects of schist arc the gift of Dr. Richard 
Nalin. Reliek: Pari nirva na (302), seated Bodhisattva surrounded by attendants 
(303), seated figure (343), two scenes of seated Budd ha and aUendants (370). 
two Buddhas in meditation and dream of Queen Maya (372), balcony scene 
(383), scene with three male figures (384), two sealed Buddhas (385), nude 
standing in temple gateway (386), seated Buddha and attendants (402), all 3rd 
10 5th c. Figures: nagin; figurine (333), lion (394), seated Buddha in abhaya 
moora (391), bearded male (397), all 4th to 5th C.; figure playing flule (390), 
lrd-4th C.; standing warrior (373). Two heads of Buddha (37 1, 388), 4th-5th Co 

Three votivestupas (330 , 369, 387), Taxila, 3rd-Sth C.; two finial s (332,396), 
Taxila (?), 3rd to 4th Co Two (eaf-shaped lamps (356, 357) and two other lamps 
(3]5, 395), all from Taxila . Votive casket tid (393 ), 4th Co Small disc (364), 
Taxila. 

Slucco: head of a Bodhisattva (442), Gandhara, 3rd -4th C., Swal Valley, 
gifl of Mr. Eric Neff. Ni ne head s of Buddha (374, 376, 381, 382, 401, 403a, b, 
405,406), 4th to 5th C.; three heads of Bodhisattva (331 , 39B, 399), 3rd-5th 
C.; three figures of seated Buddha (3 77, 379, 400), the latter of which is in 
abhaya mudra, 4th-5th C.; head of a deva (l66); rampant lion (389), 41h C.; 
fragment of the robes and feel of a figure (407), a ll Gandhara, gift of Or. 
Richard Nalin. 
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left : Gray schisl relief 
01 amorino or yakshi, 
Galldhara, 2nd-3rd Co 

(Jom. 44.5 IC 35.5 em. 
Righi : Sweco head of a 
8odhisa l/va, Gandharil. 
3rc/·4th c. (442). H. 19 
CIIl . 



HOJrd of 805 bronze 
coins in bronze vessel, 
Kushan (413 .1-.B06). 

Metal: fi\'C silver bangle bracelets C41 7. 1-.S); hoard of 805 bronzccoilh 
in bronze vessel (4 13.1-.806), Kushan; bronze dish (414); bronze bowls (-I 15, 
418). Taxila; seven copper bowls (419.1-.7). Kushan or latcr, Taxi/a; ixonzc 
goblet (4 16), Taxila, all Gandhara, gift of Dr. David Nalin. Two bronze 
handles (359, 380), the former with duck-shaped flanges; bronze lamp with 
elaborate stand (378). Taxila H), 4th c.; bronze mirror ()6S), Taxila; ixonze 
vessel with lid C3S8); thirteen bronze bowls (320.1-.13), Pesha\\ ar or 
Rawalpindi (?); sma ll bronze stand (315), Taxila (?), all Gandhara, gift of Dr. 
Richard Nalin . 

Ceramics: high shouldered vessel (30-1); spouted pot (305); bowl \I(th 
everted rim (306); squat vessel with small mouth (307); piriform vessel 1308); 
sma ll, squat vessel with trefoil lip (309); spool-shapt.>d vessel () 1 0); inkwell (1) 
(3 T 2); spoked wheel , probably from a child's toy (3 13); small pot (]36), ca. 
3rd c.; pear-shaped vessel (337); smarr-mouthed vessel 1339); goblet stem 
(342); cup 1351); miniature bowl (3W); three stemmed cups (355,368, ]751; 
four globu lar vessels (3 11 , 340, 350, 367); four bowls (314. 349, 352, ]53) 
two wide-mouthed vessels (338. 3-11), Gandhara, all from Taxila , gift of (ft. 
Richard Nalin. 

Terracolla : lamp (348), ca. 300; stylized animal head (3 17); ram's head 
with opening at top (3 18); stylized animal figurine (3 19); figurine of an 
elephant (329), ca. 2nd-3rd c.; fragment of an animal torso (bull~) (347); bead 
(362); button (363); mushroom-shaped vessel (354). Gandhara, all from 
Taxi/a; fragments of two female figurines (3 16, 404); fragment of plaque \llth 
necklace (344), ca. 100 6.C.; disc wilh star design (34S), ca. 400; fragmentd 
an animal head (elephant?) (346), 2nd-3rd c.; miniature baU (361), an 
Gandhara, gift of Dr. Richard Nalin. 
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Near and Middle Eastern Art 

Anatolia 

All the following objects from Anatolia afe Weinberg Fund Purchasc. 
Metal; gold disc with human head in rcpousse (294); bronze balance 

)Cale (2&8). bronze toggle pin (269). bronze tweezer (270), all three from 
Akhisar; ,hineen bronze arrowheads (277-289). the first of whiCh is inscribed, 
from .Kyme. 

Ceramics. oinochoe with micaceous yellow slip (237), 6th c. B.C. (?), 
from AlasehirlSalihli: baby feeder (238). ca. 6th c. B.C.; black-glazed pilcher 
with trefoil spout (246), ca. 6th c. B.C.; spouted pitcher with red paimed 
decoration (250)' ca. 6th c. B.C., perhaps from Phrygia. 

Ivory stylized idol, [entoid head on triangular trunk (255); bone figurine 
fragment (256). 

Slone: cherI knife (253), from Side; arrowhead (266). 
Two strings of beads of various materials including glass and lapis lazul i 

(275, 276). 

Cyprus 

Terracotta saucer lamp (2 60), Iron Age, weinberg Fund Purchase. 

Egypt 

Polychromed wood sarcophagus fragment (433), Late Ptolemaic Period, ca. 
loo·50 B.C., gift of Mr. Philip Pearlstein. 

One body and one rim fragment from glass c halices (428, 429), 18th 
Dynasty, ca. 1500 B.C., anonymous gift. 

Syria 

Green and black faience d ipper with handle terminating i n duck 's head (322), 
12th c. B.c., from Ugarit or Byblos, Weinberg Fund Purchase. 
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Ivory idol, AnalO/ia 
(255). Shown actual 
size. 

Faience dipper, Bybl05 
or Ugaril, 121h c. 8.C. 
(322). Shown 
three-quarrers actual 
size. 



Ceramic vase in form of 
resting duck, Ed S/ 

Greek, first half of 6/h 
c. H.C. (424). Show" 
actual size. 

Greek, Etruscan and Roman Art 

Greek 

Mela/: bronze fibula (290), Submycenaean, from Asia Minor; bronze plate 
fibula with engraved design (425), Geometric Period, late 8th c. B.C., from 
Thessaly; bronze fibula (293), late Geometric/Subgeometric, Asia Minor; Iwo 
bronze fibulae (291, 292), 8th 10 7th c. B.c.. Asia Minor; bronze se.ll handle 
with two he-goot protomes and a swan (271), Samian m, 7th c. B.c. , from 
Idyma, Ceramic Gulf; silver bowl (maslos)(325), laic Hellen istic, 2nd or 1st c. 
S.c.; two lead sling bullets (272, 273), aU Weinberg Fund Purchase. 

Ceramics. oinochoe with trefoil spout (247), Protocorinlhian, 71h c. 
s.c.; North Ionian bowl (249), ca. 620-&00 B.C., both from Asia Minor, 
Weinberg Fund Purchase. Vase in form of resting dllCk (424), Easl Greek, first 
half of 61h c. B.C., gifl of Columbia Clinic. Aryballos (245), lale Corinthian I, 
second quarter of the 6th c. s.c., from Asia Minor, Weinberg Fund Purchase. 
Attic black-figure lekythos with Achilles and Ajax playing a board game, 
Phanyll is Class, Group of the Arming Lekylhoi (299), late 61h c. Be., gift 01 
Saul and Gladys Weinberg in memory of C. H. Emilie Haspels. Sphinx rhyton 
(248), 4th-3rd c. B.C. m, from Colophon, Weinberg Fund Purchase. 

TerracoUa: seated female figure (244), mid 61h c. B.C., from Triopium, 
Weinberg Fund Purchase. Protome of a female head (I), ca. 510 s.c.. from 
Selinus, Sicily, gift of Dorothy and Charles Mullett. Head of a woman (240)' 
probably Attic, mid Sth c. B.C., found ncar Cesme in Asia Minor; head of Zeus 
(24 1), late 5th c. B.C., from Colophon; standing female figure with raised arms 
(243), Hellenistic, Asia Minor; am uletic plaque w ith four eyes in reliel (251), 
Hellenistic, Asia Minor (Myrina?); stamped loom wei ghl (252), Hellenislic; 
head of a woman (242), second half of 2nd c. s.c. to 1 st c. B.e., all Weinberg 
Fund Purchase. Lamp with three nozzles (263). early 51h c. S.e.; lamp with 
four nozzles (265), Hellenistic; lamp {2611. 2nd-! st c. S.c.; lamp with lwell'e 
spouts (274), Knidian, all W einberg Fund Purcnase. 
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Three views of Auic 
black-figure Ickylhos, 
lale 61h c. B,C (199). H. 
32.8 em. Color delail 
illuslraled on rille page. 



Knucklebone (323), bone, Hellenistic, gift of Mr. Gawain McKirlley. 
Alabastron with detachable neck (239), alabaster, from Triopium, Wei rl~ 
Fund Purchase. 

Coins: Bronze coin (456), Zeugitana, Carthage, Sardinian mirlt , ca. 
300-264 6.C., anonymous gift. All of the following are Weirlberg Fund 
Purchase. Three si lver coins, one from Macedonia (7), 303-293 S.c., one from 
fll yria (24), 229-100 6.C. and one from Glicia (226), 450-386 6.C. 233 bronze 
coins from Macedonia, Thrace, Achaia, Paphlagonia, Bithynia, Mysia, TrQas, 
Aeolis, Ionia, Caria, l ydia, Phrygia, Lycia, Pamph ylia , Pisidia, CiJiciil, 
Galatia , Syria and Phoenicia (2-6, 8-23. 25-225, 227-229, 230-236,430). 
dating from 4th C. B.C. to A.D. 3rd c. 

Etruscan 

Terracoua antefix in the form of a woman's head (432), ca. 550 B.C., gift oi 
Mr. Philip Pearlstein. 

Ro man 

Two ceramic green-glazed skyphoi (297, 298), from Asia Minor, Weirlberg 
Fund Purchase. 

Bronze figurine of Priapus (267), from Asia Minor, Weinberg FUrld 
Purchase. 

Glass: bonle (4 11 ), 1st C. 6.C.-A.0. 1st c., from Syro·PaJeslinian area, gift 
of Mr. Duane Wilder in honor of Drs. Saul and Gladys Weinberg. Krluckle· 
bone (254), A.D. 1st c., from Asia Minor, Weinberg Fund Purchase. 

Terracolla: volute lamp (25 8), foot lamp (264), two lamps (257, 259). all 
1st-2nd c., from Asia Minor; IwO thumb plates from lamps, one with relief 
design (262), 1st c., from Asia Minor, the other wi th rel ief bust of Men 
(326), 1st 10 early 2nd c., said to be from Egypt, all Weinberg Fund Purchase. 

Coins: bronze Iri('ns from Rome, Republican (455), ca. 240- 15\ B.C.; 
bronze as from Rome, Republica n (454), ca. 196- 15' S.c.; two bronze asses 
from Rome, Germanicus (443, 444), 37-38; seven si lver antoniniani from 
Rome and Antioch, Gallienus (445-45 1), 253-268; bronze coin from Siscia, 
AureJian (452), 270-275; bronze Follis from Sisci,l , lic inius II (453), 319-332; 
bronze coin (457), 3rd c. I?l, all an anonymous gift. 

Byzantine Art 

Inscribed bronze e;o;-vOIO plaque (295). from Asia Minor, Weinberg Fund 
Purchase. 
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Eu ropean and American Art 

Paintings 

Mdrion l. Humfeld, American, b . 1900, Jesse Hall Audilor;um, ca. 1945-1950 
(439), oil on Masonite (50 .5 )( 40. 5 em.), gi ft o f the ar1ist. 

Kenneth Hayes Miller, American, 1876- 1952, Surprised b y the Hun! (440), oi l 
on canvas (\ .572 x 1.365 m.), gift of Dr. Harry B. Cohen. 

Frederick E. Shane, American, b. 1906, The AeSfhetes, 1938 (412), tempe ra 
and resin-oil on Masonite (40.8 x 61.0 em.), gift of the artist. 

Collage and Construction 

Anne Ryan. America n, 1889- 1954, # 333, 1954 (324), colla~ of paper, 
fabric and foil mounted on Charla paper (20.5 x 18.0 em .). gift of Student 
Fee Capital Improvements Fund. Illustrated on page 10. 
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Suqlriscd by the Hunt , 
by KCIIIIClh Hayes 
Miller, American, 
1876- 1952 (4401. 1.572 
x/ .365 m. 



The Aesthetes, by 
Frederick E. Shane, 
American, b. 1906 
(412) .40.8 x 61 cm. 

Preliminary drawing (or 
The Aesthetes (423). 
18.6 x 23 cm. 

Drawings 

Anonymous, French (?), ca. 1900 (?), The Buller and The Chef(438.1, 438.2 ), 
pencil on paper wove, gift of Professor Frank H. Slack. 

lean-Lou is Hamon, French, 182 1-1874. Draped Female Torso, Three-Quarler 
Rear View (437), pencil on Papier Yvonne!, gift of Professor Frank H. Stack. 

Frederick E. Shane, American, b. 1906, Preliminary drawing (or 'The 
Aesthetes', ca. 1938 (423), pen and black ink with wash, gift of the anist; 
Preliminary drawing lor 'The Old Cemetery, Ste. Genevieve', 1946 (426). 
negro pencil; Preliminary drawing for 'Missouri Musicians', 1946 or 1947 
(427), lead pencil. 

Nicolas de Stael, French, 1914-1955, CompoSition, 1945 (410), charcoal on 
MBM paper, gift of Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Small. 
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Graphics 

peeter Clouwet, Dutch, 1629- 1670, Anna Wake (328), engraving after a 
painting by Anthony Van Oyck, gift of Mr. David A. Robertson. 

Odiloo Rcdon, French, 1840- 1916, Je suis loujours la 8rande Isis! Nul n'a 
encore sou/eve mon voile! Mon (ruit est Ie solei/, Plate 16 from La 
Tenldlion de SI. Antoine by Gustave Flaubert, 3rd series, 1896 (301), 
lithograph on chine. gift of Joanne, Jerry and John-Ross Berneche in memory 
of Mr. Jonathan R. Hinkle. 

3S 

Composition. by 
Nico/as de StaN, 
french, 1914-1955 
(41O). 49.6 x 36 cm. 



Buck Hill Falls, by Stow 
WCIl8CllfOth, Amer;can, 
/906-/978 (32/). 23:t 
34.9 em. 

Je suis IOUjOUfS la 
grande Isis!, by Deli/on 
Redon, French, 
/840-/9/6 (30/J. 28.2:t 
20.4 cm. 
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Ken Akiva 5egan, America n, b. 1950, King of the Beas/s, 1980 (327), intagl io 
(etching. aquatint, roulette) printed in color a la pou~, gift of the artist 
in memory of Professor John Weller. 

James Smillie, American, 1807- 1885, The Voyage of Life-Youth, 1849 after 
painting of 1840 (409), steel engraving, gift of Joanne, Jerry and John-Ross 
Bemeche in memory of Mr. Glenn Butler. 

StowWengeoroth, American, 1906-1978, Buck Hill Falls, April 1940 (321), 
lithograph, gift of the Arts and Science Student Government. 

Minor Arts 

Silver plaque with mythologica l scene by - 1M" (unident ified maker) (408), from 
Amsterdam, 1700. gift of Museum Associates in honor of the Museum's 
Silver Anniversary. 

Glass processional cross (296), German (?), early 17th c. (l), gift of Mrs. 
Ella Bache Brummer. 
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Silver plaque from 
Amsrcrdarn, 1700 (408'. 
26 x 34.4 em. 



Mirobriga : The 1983 Season 

A third campaign of archaeological field work at Mirobriga was 
ca rried out by the University of Missouri-Columbia and the Archaeo
logical Service of Southern Portugal from June to August, 198], 
William and Jane Biers continued thei r investigations of the Roman 
Bath Complex, partiall y excavating a pool decorated with wall 
paint ings. A new undertaking thi s summer wa s a topographical survey 
and archaeological reconnaissance begun by Kathleen Warner Slane. 
David Soren continued his excavation on the Castelo Velho with a 
joint team from UMC and the University of Arizona. Reports of their 
work are presented by the individual directors on the foHowing pages. 

From June 6 to July 8 the project was directed by William Biers 
and Kathleen Warner Slane (UMC), and from July ' 5 to August 14 by 
David Soren (UA). The '983 staff included Jane C. Biers (UMC) and 
Charles Miksicek (UA), field directors; Dona ld Nicholson (City of 
Columbia), surveyor and draughtsman; Jack Digby (England), archi
tect; Jeffrey Wilcox (UMC), photographer; Jane Carpenter and Marian 
Kaminitz (Winterthur), conserva tors; Sarah Orzech (UA), registrar; and 
five archaeological field assistants: lisa Kahn (UM C), John lange 
(University of Hull, England), Amy Meehlin, Rebecca Mersereau and 
Kasey Ward (all UMC). Several students from the Free Uni versi ty of 
Lisbon also joined the team (Ana Canelhas, Alexandra Ca rdosa, 
Christina Carva lho, Paula Pote, In5 Pinto and Joao Serra) and three 
high school volunteers also aided the project (Micaela Jer6nimo, 
F<i tima Moita, Christina Pinheiro). Consultants were Carlos Tavares 
da Silva and Joaquina Soares of the Setliba l Museum, lu isa Ferrer 
Diaz, M. Fernandez, Harry Lange and Chloe MacMillan . The follow
ing volunteers from the U niversity of Arizona a lso participa ted: Susy 
Arroyo, Gretchen Brittain , Larry leClair, Rita Marko, Kim McKay, 
Nancy MueJler and Renate W ygnanski. 

Funding for the '983 season was provided by the National 
Geographic Society, the Crosby-Kemper Foundation , the Fulbright 
Foundation and the Luso-American Commission in Li sbon, the Univer
sity of Missouri Research Council, the Museum of Art and Archaeology 
at UM(, the University of Arizona Research St ipend and the Institute 
for laboratory Science in Ventura, California. Further support was 
provided by the town of Santiago do Cacem and rooms for the period 
of June 6-July 8, by the municipality of Sines. The c ity of Columbia, 
M issouri granted leave of absence to Donald Nicholson for the same 
period, and the Lietz Company lent the project an e lectronic distance 
meter and other equipment. 
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The Topograph ica l Survey 

A new venture in 1983 was the beginning of a topographical survey 
and archaeological reconnai ssance of Mirobriga to determine the 
limits of the ancient site as far as poss ible without excavation. A 
topographical map on a large scale, which showed the previously 
excavated and standi ng remains, could add substantially to our 
undcr;tanding of the site and its history. In addition to the mapping 
project, a ground reconnai ssance was ca rried Qui within the fenced 
limits of the archaeological zone (excluding the excavated areas of the 
temple complex , baths and the West House). Its purpose was to 
provide a detailed record of occupation on the basis of exposed 
remains, variat ions in ground cover, and artifacts recovered from the 
surface. 

The topographical survey was carried out by a professional 
surveyor, the project d irector and a student assistant, using an 
electronic distance meter and other equipment borrowed from the 
Lietz Company of Kansas (Fi gs. 1 and 2). It was thus possible to take 
detailed accurate measurements over an area of about 700 )( 350 
meters centered on the fenced area of the site. The area within the 
fence was then subdivided into twenty meter squares, and a record of 
previous excavation trenches and dumps, modern ground cover, and 
exposed walls was made. Surface artifacts were collected and ana
lysed and major features were photographed . 
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1. Usa Kahn, graduate 
Sludenl ajS;stanl on Ihe 
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Castelo Velho in the 
background. 

2. Donald Nicholson, 
surveyor, using Ihe 
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Electron;c Distance 
MeIer ((rom the Lietz 
Company o( K,lllsas). 
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The tOJXlsraphical map (Fig. 3) reveals that the area of Mirobriga 
most densely inhabited in antiquity is that at present included within 
the recently erected fence. This area was approached by roads from 
the south, west and north. 1 A low embankment marks the eastern edge 
of a road which comes up the western edge of the plain from the 
direction of the ci rcu s (see arrow on Fig. 3).2 As it approaches the site 
from the south this road begins to curve westward around a low hill 10 
the southeast of the Bath Complex. Its line cou ld nol be securely 
identified further north, but seventy-five meters to the northwest of the 
last-identified line of the road lies a stone bridge over a deep ravine to 
the east of the Bath Complex. The bridge is al present thought to be of 
Roman date;) its upper part has been more recently rebuilt. 

A paved road of Roman date approaches the site from the west, 
passing between the West House and the chapel, and continues 
eastward to intersect the northern road , the street to the Bath Complex, 
and the southwestern approach to the temple area; no attempt has yet 
been made to trace this western road to the west of the site. A third 
road (still buried) probably approached up the gull y from the north (see 
Figs. 3 and 4) branching west just outside the fence into two parallel 
streets. The two parallel streets run across the saddle between the 
Chapel of S. Brtis and the Castelo Velho. 4 The pavement of the 
eastern street was traced by O. Fernando de A lmeida to its inter
section with the western road and the street coming up from the bath; 
the line of the western street can be seen on ei ther side of the western 
road as it crosses it and descends to the south in a series of steps. 

No traces of architecture could be identified on the surface excepl 
where excavation had previously taken place: everyth ing is covered 
by a mixed layer of soi l and gravel varying in depth from a few 
centimeters on the tops and slopes of hills to three meters or more in 
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5. Roman column base 
in si tu ;n Area A. 

the gullies and ravines. On the other hand, previous excavation was 
much more extensive than avai lable records had indicated, and 
numerous fragmen tary plans were therefore recorded for the first 
time. 5 The previous excavation had revealed an extensive complex 
of walls about 120 meters to the northeast of the temple (Area A 
on Fig. 3). Two para l lel ring-walls separate this cluster of walls from 
the temple area. To their southeast a change of vegetation and of soil 
consistency marks the probable southern l imit of Area A, while the 
limit on the north is marked by a series of terrace walls parallel to 
the slope. The easternmost excavated wall has the normal thickness of 
an exterior wall, b had been exposed along its eastern face for a length 
of almost twelve meters, and is preserved to a height of at least 0.85 
meters. This may have been a retaining wall for a terrace to the west: it 
is built transversely across the contours of the slope, and it Jacks any 
trace of cross-walls (which would indicate that this was at any time 
part of a structure) on its downhill face. Within Area A short stretches 
of wall and severa l wall intersections and corners were plotted. but no 
consistent orientation nor separable building could be discerned. 
Construction techniques and an in silU column base (Fig. 5)7 show that 
most of these walls are o f various Roman dates, but the presence of a 
significant quantity o f handmade, proto-Roman(?) pottery in the area 
suggests that some of the walls are earlier. 

Further west, the line of the inner ring-wall and a short section of 
an outer wall is exposed on the eastern and northern slopes of the 
Castelo Velho. The eastern inner wall is of particular interest as it 
returns to the west at both its southern and northern ends. Whether 
these retu rns mark the boundaries of the Iron Age site or entrances 
through the wall could not be ascertained in the survey. 

The southeast and southwest slopes of the Castelo Velho were 
occupied in Roman times by at least six shops and other buildings 
which were constructed together with a series of terraces into the 
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hillside. Two of these are being studied as part of David Soren's 
Castelo Velho excavation. 8 On the sou thwest slope three of the 
remaining four bu i ldings lie on successive terraces; the size of the 
rooms and their off-center door\vays suggest that these were rows of 
shops . The uppermost is bui lt at the sou th edge of the level area 
southwest of the Temple and must have been fronted by a street 
supported by the back wall of the middle bUilding. The lower building 
fronts on to the street leading down to the Baths. The most interesting 
building of the four, however, is the large, perhaps square, "buttress" 
building on the southeast slope of the Castelo Velho to the sou thwest 
of the "Taverna" (BOS/O-20E). The building probably was entered from 
the north; this side is buried at present under modern tile dumps. 
The back (south) wall of the bu ilding is of impressive construction (Fig. 
6l, two rubble faces with a rubble and cem en t core, resembl ing the 
construction of Rooms 1, 2 and 3 of the West Baths; four large 
buttresses form three shallow bays on the south face of this terrace wall 
and the scaffolding holes (for construction o f the upper part of the wal l) 
and a ledge (arrow in Fig. 6) which may have supported wooden 
flooring are still visible in the westernmost bay. Earlier excavations 
within the building have part ially revealed a casement plan for the 
interior rooms. The walls revealed in the northern part of the building 
have fin ished faces and were probably visible above the ancient floor, 
but the big open space within the south wall is framed at its eastern 
end by walls wh ich were never intended to be seen (since they were 
formed of rough cou rses of stones and mortar dumped into foundation 
trenches.) 

Another series of buildings revealed by earlier excavation was 
recorded along the south side of the road between the West House and 
the street leading down to the Bath Complex . The earliest building in 
this area may be that lying to the east of the West House (at 
20S-0/180W-160W). Previous excavation has revealed a cement-paved 
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courtyard bordered on west, north and east by a double wall housing 
a drain; the drain was apparently intendeq to direct water running 
off the street (which is 1.5 meters above the (evel of the courtyard) 
around the courtyard to keep it dry. Later, another orientation was 
imposed over the area by the con struction of the West House and 
another building to the east of the courtyard . Thi s explains the funnel 
shapes of the two stepped cross-streets which flank the courtyard 
building on west and east. 9 

To the east of the courtyard bu ilding another building at least five 
rooms wide has been revealed by previous excavation. Li ke the 
cou rtyard building, the floors of this bui lding were more than one 
meter below the level of the street, but it was not protected by double 
wal ls. The western end of the building is the most compl etely ex!X)sed. 
Here the northern room is entered from the cross-street by a threshold 
apparently still in situ. The large room to its south has a cement-paved 
floor and its west, north and east wall s still preserve extensive wall 
paintings. No other walls of this building preserve traces of wall 
plaster. There is no evidence of door."Vays in the northern walls, which 
are terraced back into the hill, and it therefore seems likely that the 
orientation of this whole series of rooms was to the south. Between this 
building and the street leading south to the Bath Complex, previous 
excavation has revealed a number of walls and corners of walls on a 
variety of orientations. The most important of these is a mass ive rubble 
and cement foundation (at 40SI100-BOW). Wall co nstruction tech
niques were difficult to observe in the overgrown excavation trenches, 
but all appeared to be of Roman date. 

A fourth area of extensive Roman habitation lies in the saddle 
between the Chapel of S. Bras and the street to the w est of the Castelo 
Velho. Changes of orientation here are apparently due to the necessity 
of adapting to the curving slope of the hill , and the paved street itself 
shows a distinct curve to the northeast. Near the main street-inter
sect ion two rooms have been excavated which w ere constructed at an 
oblique angle to the eastern side of the street. 10 On the west side of the 
street is a straight wall twenty to thi rty meters long and nearly t\vo 
meters high at its northern end. Constructed of ashlar blocks of local 
limestone held together with cement mortar, it displa ys butt joints at 
irregular intervals and a possible blocked doorway about six meters 
from its northern end. Further west and north in the saddle between 
the two hill s, previous excavation trenches had followed two long 
walls with infrequent cross-wall s projecting to the north and south. 
The stepped foundations, the width and the con struction techn ique of 
these walls suggest a Roman date. 

The hills to the north and south of the hill on which the Chapel of 
S. Bras stands were also surveyed. Here shale bedrock is exposed on 
the surface of the slopes, but no traces of wall s or wall cuttings were 
found and the areas were devoid of artifacts. Therefore, it seems that 
these areas lay outside the ancient site. 

Artifacts recovered from the surface proved to be very few except 
on the slope below Area A and in the area between the West House 
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and the chapel. The material recovered was primarily Iron Age sherds 
and Roman bricks and tiles: Only on the terrace around the Chapel of 
S. Bras and on the slope to liS south did we find material dating to later 
Roman times (fourth century) and the Middle Ages (fourteenth to 
sixteenth centuries?). In addi tion , mooern debris was identified on the 
chapel terrace and on the hill south of the West House and west of the 
Bath Complex. 

The most valuable results of the survey were the preparation of the 
first complete plan of the site of Mirobriga and the documentation of 
the areas of previous excavations, which were considerably more 
extensive than had been known. At the moment it appears that 
pre-Roman occupat ion was limited to the Caste lo Velho, possibly with 
an extension to the northeast. Roman occupation covers most of the 
area within the new fence (as described above) except possibly the 
southwestern quadrant. Post-Roman and modern occupation centers 
on the Chapel of S. Br~s. 

KATHLEEN WARNER SLANE 
Universily of Missouri-Columbia 

'Please OOIe lhJt in this rCIX)rt 'ro.."ld' describes those thoroughf;Ht'S outmlc the site ilnd 
·street' those within it. 

If 01" the location of thc c ircus in relJtiOfl to the temple and bath complexes, see Muse 
15 (1981131, fig. 2. 

If . de Almeida, Rulni:lS de MirObrigJ dos C~llicos (Edi,~o dJ iunto distrital de 
Seclibal, 1%41 2], map fig. 5; W.R. and J.e. Biers, "Excavations at Mirobriga, the 
1982 Season," Muse 16 (19821 35, note 4. 

'The apel of the s,te is the large hill known as Castelo Velho {seen in Fig. I I; this is the 
area being e~cavJted by Dr. Soren and was labelled ' arc .. 2' in previous reports in 
Mu5t'. 

sMl.ICh of this earlier e)(cavation was probably carried out by D. Fernando de Almeida 
between 1964 and 1978 and consists of narrow uenches which trace walls. The e,uth 
from these trenches was dumped beside them, and for the purposes of the survey 
constituted ~ maior problem as it concealed the modern (pre-19641 groondsuriace. 
~As a general rule the Roman constructions at Mirobriga have cxterior walls 0.55/0.60 
metl'fS thick and interior walls about 0.45 meters thick. Such is the case, for example, 
in lhe Wesl Hoose being e)(cavatcd by our Portuguese col leagues and in the shops on 
the southwest slopes of the Castelo Velho (the middle building). A few thicker walls 
exist, showing a cement arid rubble core with a stone facing (heavy foundation in 
405IIOOWand the"buttress building" on the southeast stope of the hill at 8OSIO-20EI. 
The normal wall constrUClioo is rubble with two good faces, sometimes with cement 

"""' .. 
"The positIOn of a missing, second column base was located, just to the left of the in 5ilu 
base in f ig. 5. 

&ytJe South 8uildmg and the " Taverna"', see D. Soren, "f)(cavil tions at Mirobriga, the 
1982 Se.iSon,"Muse 16 (19821 37-3B, fig. 1-] arid Soren's further report in this article. 

' II was noted that the walls which line the north s ide of lhe west rwd show g..lPS 
between them iust opposite the stepped streets on the south side, indicalingthat the 
streets probably did c ross the rood. It seems unlikely, however, that the streets 
continllE'd very far to the north as the bedrock of the hill which they ascend rises 
abruptly some ten to fifteen meters north of the rood. 

'O"Jhe proje(ting corner of the southern room would have diverted run-off and preveotcd 
water from flooding through the off-sct doorway of the nortncrn room. The walls are 
constfU(\ed of irregular blocks of local limestone and mud mortarHi. 
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I. Simplificd plan of 
Ihe Roman Baths. 

The Bath Complex 

The second full season of study and excavation was carried out in the 
Roman Baths (Fig. 1) in June and July of 1983. I The process of 
cleaning and recording begun in the first season was continued, and 
lest trenches provided much information on the st ru ctural history of 
the buildings. 

One of the principal objectives of the project has been the 
recording of all the structures exposed in the earlier excavations of the 
site. In 1982 the first complete ground plan of the Bath Complex was 
produced,2 but provided only partial documentation of this complex 
building, for areas below standing floors, such as hypocausls, drains, 
and water channels, w ere not shown. Accordingly, a separate plan for 
the features of the lower levels was made in the 1983 season. The 
channel bringing water from the southwest, as well as the hypocaust 
columns in the heated rooms, and the drains with in and without the 
buildings are now accuratel y recorded ; the water channels were 
added to the plan shown in Figure'. Work in the West Baths 
cons isted of further exploratory excavations in selected areas. The test 
trench through the floor of Room 2, begun in 1982,) was enlarged in 
the hope of finding more pottery to date the construction of the 
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building. The evidence from this season modifies the conclusion 
reached on the basis of the pottery from the 1982 season, which had 
suggested a terminus post quem of the first cen tury after Christ for the 
construction of the building. The fine wares recovered this season 
were later in dale belonging rather to the second century.4 Thus, the 
evidence now provides a terminus post quem of the second century for 
the construction of the West Baths.s 

A paved road approaches the Baths from the northeast, ending at 
a short flight of steps that lead down to the entrance of the complex 
(Fig. 2). Here a test trench against the steps and under the road paving 
provided further evidence for the date of the West Baths and the 
phases of construction . The pottery, although not abundant, also dated 
to the second century. !> When the West Baths were built the ground 
level here may have been lower. Sometime after the construction of 
the Bath complex the area was raised and leveled off with a fi rm 
packing of stones, the limestone steps were laid (replacing the original 
sandstone step blocks}, and the road was paved. 

A test trench northwest of Room 3 was dug to determine whether 
there was access to the Northwest Courtyard from outside the build
ing. The excavation revealed that bedrock immediately northwest of 
Room 3 lay at ca. 225.90 m., about 1.70 m. higher than the floor of 
the Northwest Courtyard immediately to the southwest. No evidence 
for a stair.vay was found here, and the retaining wall for the hillside 
bonds with the northeast wall which abuts against Room 3. Thus, 
access to the Northwest Courtyard was possible only from inside the 
West Baths, through the doorway in the northwest wall of Room 1. 
This door.vay was not part of the original plan of the room, since its 
doorjambs are brick-faced, whereas the jambs of all the other door
ways in this room are constructed of ashlar blocks (Fig. 2). 
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3. Trench southeast of 
Room 4. 

A fourth area of excavation in 1983 was a trench outside and 
southeast of Room 4 of the West Baths (Fig. 3). As mentioned in 
footnote 5, excavation here suggested that the two different types of 
construction in the West Baths are contemporary. This trench uncov
ered a channel through the wall that once held a water pipe to feed the 
pool in Room 4. A lso revealed was a platform constructed of stones 
and bricks set within the triangular space formed by two waliHuilt 
largely of slate-which appear to be earlier than the platform. The 
function of these two constructions is not clear. A more important 
result of investigations in this area was the discovery of the west corner 
o f the courtyard wa l l of the East Baths (Fig. I ). The wall was cleared to 
its base in a small area on the northeast (interior) side. Here the bench 
already exposed against the northwest wall continues to the west 
corner, but did not retu rn a long the southwest wall. At the base of the 
southwest wall a raised molding or "bumper" to protect the junction 
of floor and wall from rainwater was uncovered, thus indicating that 
originall y the courtyard of the East Baths was not surrounded by a 
portico, as it was in its final phase. 

Clearance of fil l from this area of the Bath complex has further 
elucidated the relationship of the two buildings. The wall defining the 
courtyard of the East Baths on its northwest and southwest sides 
(hatched on plan, Fig. 1) is clearly earlier than the West Baths. This 
relationship is demonstrated at the south corner of Room 9, the latrine 
for the West Baths (Figs. 1 and 3). The lalrine wall here does not lond 
with the courtyard wall; it was built up to the courtyard wall to form a 
room. Similarly, the spur wall on the southeast side of the latrine 
doorway does not bond with the courtyard wall, but abuts against it. 
Since the northwest and southwest walls of Room 9 are shared with 
other rooms of the West Baths, the entire West Bath building must be 
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later than the courtyard walls of the East Baths. If the courtyard walls 
are contemporary with the rest of the East Baths, then the East Baths are 
the earliest part of the Bath complex. We do not at present, however, 
have a date for the construction of the East Baths. 

Cleaning and study of the East Baths in the areas cleared by 
previous excavators was continued in the 1983 season in preparation 
for the final publication of the building. In addition, excavation wa s 
undertaken in three areas of the East Baths: Room 10, the northwest 
end of Room 12, and Room 14. 

Room 10 (Fig. 4) had been named a latrine by de Almeida. 7 Our 
purpose in working here in 1983 was to ascertain whether this was in 
fact the function of the room since no deep drains were visible as one 
would expect for such an establishment and as existed in the undoubt
ed latrine, Room 9. Removal of fill within the room uncovered 
portions of the original flooring preserved in the west corner and in the 
northeast section. Two layers of floor bedding were preserved: a lower 
coarse brick aggregate and an upper of a finer, pink mortar. Th is type 
of construction served as bedding for stone floor slabs in the West 
Baths, and it is probable that this room was also floored in stone. A 
drain with mortar floor and brick walls was bui lt into the floor parallel 
to the northeast and southeast walls of the room. The drain conducted 
water from the courtyard of the East Baths through a hole in the 
northwest wall of the room, and then , in all probability, emptied it into 
the large water channel that runs beneath the room (Fig. 1). However, 
at some period the roof of the channel collapsed, destroying the center 
of the floor in Room 10 and the central sections of the southeast and 
northwest walls. The outlet for the drain within Room 10 has not 
survived. nor have the cover slabs. They presumably rested on a ledge 
formed by the projecting foundations of the nort heast wall of the room, 
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5. Bone pins, n(!('{/Ic, 
lead m pendant, 
bronze rins and bone 
die from Rooms 10 and 
12 of rhe Eim Baths. All 
are illuslfaled .11 ,lewal 
siz.e. 
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which were buil t up in brick, and on the original foundations of the 
southeast wall. As calculated, the cover slabs for the northeast wall 
wou ld have lain at a higher level than the floor slabs of the floor of the 
room (ca. 0.30 m.), but the height is not sufficient to restore latrine 
seats to this room. 6 The preserved evidence suggests that de Almeida 
was incorrect in ca lling thi s room a latrine, but at present we do not 
have an alternative suggestion for its functi on. 

Clearance of fill in the north corner of Room 10 revealed a 
channel through the wall which is now blocked at i ts north end by the 
southwest wall of Room 16, which was an addi tion to the original plan 
of the build ing. 9 The water channel perhaps served to drain water from 
il pool at the northwest end of Room 17. The channel is floored with 
the same material as the hypocausl of Room 17, a white mortar with 
white stone aggregate. When the East Baths were en larged, the 
northwest wa ll of Room 17 was removed , and Room 16 with its Iwo 
apsidal pools was added on. A dividing wa ll for the two rooms was 
constructed on top of the hypocaust columns. Traces of the wall are 
preserved in the southwest wall of the building and in the flooring of 
Rooms 16and 17. 

A number of interesting finds were recovered from Room 10. 
Sieving of si lt from within the drains along the wall s produced bone 
pins and a needle, a lead(?) pendant, and a small bronze ring (Fig. 
5).10 Sherds from the accumulated sil t in the drain show that in the 
third or fourth century the drain was going ou t of use. I 1 
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In Room 12, the apodylerium (changing room ) for the East Baths, 
a drain at the northwest end was investigated (Fig . 1). The cover slabs 
at both ends of the drain were li fted , and the drain was deaned so that 
its location cou ld be plotted. The silt within the drain produced one 
piece of pottery datable to ca. 120_180. 12 Several bone pins and a 
small bone die were also recovered (Fig. 5).13 

One of the main aims of the 1983 season was to cont inue 
excavation of Room 14 , where a test trench in 1982 had revealed a 
destruction debris of bricks and tiles. 14 Fi l l was removed from the 
room down to the level reached last season . Fi gure 6 revea ls the 
extent and nature of the d estruction debri s. The ribs of the roof over the 
area were preserved, constructed of bricks with projecting (Janges at 
the bottom. On these flanges rested thin, narrow bricks or tiles which 
had fallen between the ribs. Mortar on the underside of these bricks 
preserved at the edges the impression left by the flanged bricks. Some 
of the brick ribs seemed to preserve part of a curve formed by the 
mortar between the bri cks, and thus it is probable that the area was 
vaulted. IS 

As suggesled lasl season , 16 this area was the cold pool for the 
East Baths. Three steps led down inlO the pool , which was drained by 
means of an outlet in the south corner. The pool was a deep one, 
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measuring 1.36 m. at the lowest point. The drain partially uncovered 
in 1982 along the southwest ledge of the pool continued along the 
ledge and drained th rough the wall above the pool, also in the south 
corner. 

Less than half of the pool was cleared in 1983 since work 
proceeded more slowly. than expected because of the excellent 
preservation of painted plaster in silU on the walls above the pool and 
also fallen into the fill. The painted design, which imitates marble, 
cons isted of horizontal panels at the base of the wa ll , 0.28 m. high. 
decorated with wavy diagonal lines in black on a light blue back
ground. These lower panels were bordered by black and white stripes. 
Separated from the lower panels by a red band were taller panels with 
alternating designs of whi te splashes on a red ground and red, streaky 
designs on a yellow ground. Four panels measuring 0.86 m. in width 
may be restored to the northeast wall; on the southeast wall the panels 
may have been narrower since one preserved its full width of 0.70 m. 
Their height cannot be restored, but they were at least 0.48 m. high, 
the maximum preserved height of one panel. A black stripe, oounded 
on both sides by a white one, bordered the panels, which were 
separated, one from the other, by vertical red bands. Among the fallen 
fragments were some with green and ~e llow or white marbling, 17 and 
with yellow, green and red marbling. lOne fragment preserved part of 
a lozenge in white splashes on a red ground set wi thin a panel of green 
and yellow marbling, 19 but the evidence preserved in silu does not 
help in the restoration of panels decorated with thi s design. 

Pa inted plaster imitating marble occurs in Spain from the first to 
the fourth centu ry, and the use of diamonds or rhomboids set in 
rectangular panels is also found throughout this period. 10 A house at 
Merida, dated to the second half of the fourth century, has a similar 
scheme of lower panels decorated with diagonal lines, there alternat
ing wavy and straigh l. 1 1 

Since only approximately one third of the pool has been cleared. 
it is premature to assign a date for the destruction in this area. !! The 
complete clearance of the pool is a high priority for the next season at 
the Baths in Mirobriga. 
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'for the 1982 season see Muse 16 (1982) 30-35. 
%id .• 31, fig . 2. 
Jlbid., 32 . 
• ' The latest sherd was a fragment of a Terra Sigillata Hisp.lnica plate dating from 

120·200 Onv. no. 316, Form Dragendorff 15117). A fragment of il bowl in African Red 
Slip Ware d~tes from ca. 120-180 (i nv. no. 317. I. W . H ayes, Late Roman Pmlery [lon
don 1972 ] Form 9 or 14). A SpJnish amphora of second century type was also 
recovered linv. no. 312), as well as iln imported amphora rim dating {rom the Flilvian 
period to the second century (inv. no. 3181. 

IAlthough preliminary study in 1982 had suggested that there were two major phases in 
the West Baths (Muse 16 [1982] 31 -321. a trench dug this season against the exterior 
walls of the ooilding on the southeast side (Fig. 3) indicates that the two types of 
COflstruction used in the building are contemporilry. The southeast Willi of the pool in 
Room 4 was built wi th courses of bricks SCpJraled by rubble and mortar, the 
COflstructiOfl technique used for Rooms 4-7 and 11. ilnd it seems to bond with the 
southwest wall of the latrine (Room 9) which has no brick coursing and was built with 
ashlar blocks at the corner. This is the Iype of construc tion found in Rooms 1-3 . Thus 
the evidence from the trench in Room 2 dates the entire building. 

"The latest sherd from this trench is a fragment of a Terra Sigillata Hispanica plate (inv. 
no. 325, Form Dragendorff 15117). Other fine wares date from the third quarter of the 
first century to the mid-second (inv. nos. 328-330). A frilgmentary amphora of second 
century type was also recovered (inv. no. 326). 

' F. de Almeida, Ruinas de Mirobriga dos CtHcicos IEdit;ao da junto distrital de 
$e1ubal 1%4) fig. 11. 

&rhe latrine seats in Room 9 of the West Baths lie 60 em. above floor level. 
~ Muse 16 (1 982) 35. 
,olnv. nos. BI 25-27, M 37. M 40. 
"One ofthe few fragments of AfriCiln Red Slip Ware dates to ca. 2301240-400 + (inv. 

00. 322; Hayes. Late RonMn POllery, Form 50), and two others appear to be of third or 
fourth century dare (inv. nos. 361, 362). MJny fragments of two pitchers and a bowl in 
local COOfSC ware. not ilt present datable. were also recovered (inv. nos. 323. 324. 
3(0). 

'I!nv. no. 347, African Red Slip Ware, Hayes,Late Roman POl!cry. Form 9. 
"lnv. no>. SI 28. 29. A bronze coin (C-53) was not identifiable. 
"Muse 16 (1982) 34, fig. 6. 
'SA similar roofing system, although for a heated barrel vault, was first recogniR>d at 

Chesters in Great Britain. See Sir G. McDonald, "The Bath-house al the Fort of 
Chesters ICilurnumL" Archaeologia Aeliana, 4th Series. 8 ( 193 1) 219-304. 

'bMuse 16 (1982) 35. 
" Inv. no>. P 16, 20. 28. 
'3Inv. no> P 19, 27. 35. 
'~lnv. no. P 21 
-"torenzo Abad Casal. " las imitaciones de crustae en 1.1 pintura mural romana en 

ESp.lr"ia," Nchivo Espanol de Arqueologia 50-51 (1977- 1978) 197- 198. 
1'lbid .. 199, fig. 8. 
u A fragment of African Red Slip Ware (inv. no. 357) dating from the third 10 fourth 

century ~nd a stamped amphora handle (inv. no. 353) were found in rhe fill. 
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I. Plan of the La/I" /rOIl 
Age and carli(" temples 
shown in aClUal Sla le. 
Plan by John Huffs/or 
with additions by lack 
Digby. 
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The Castelo Velho 

The 1983 excavations cen tered on the structure identified as a possible 
late Iron Age Temple in our 1982 campaign (Fig. 1). I II was suggested 
in m y article in the last i ssue of Muse that an even earl ier temple \Vas 
situated beneath the present struclUre and this proved to be true. 2 

What was not anticipated was that the north wall of the earlier building 
was preserved beneath a soil fill to a maximum he ight of 2.80 meters 
(Fig. 2), and it now appears that thi s temple is one of the best preserved 
late Iron Age structures in southwestern Europe. Equally important is 
the fact that the building will provide an opportunity to study the 
evolution of sacred architecture in this area from the fourth century 
B.C. through the period of Roman Republican contact and even 10 
Roman Imperial limes! 

The laler temple had a pronaos (front porch or anteroom) and 
naos (cella or main room ), and a separate angled entry which led both 
into the temple and eastward to a lemenos (sacred precinct). The 
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temenos associated with thi s later temple was bounded on the east by 
a wall which replaced a more irregular, shaved-down temenos wall 
parallel to it and lying just to the west. ) The same south and north 
lemenos walls were used in both phases of the temenos, the north wall 
being formed by the ring wall of the sett lement. 

The original temple of the fourth century D.C. followed an align
ment similar to that of the later structure, but with some exceptions. It 
had no dividing or projecting walls to make a pronaos or naos and no 
angled, separate entry. It resembled a square box with an entry slightly 
off axis. lis west wall is preserved under and slightly to the west of the 
west wall of the later temple. The east wall of the earlier temple was 
the same as that of the later structure, minus the projecting nub 
between pronaos and cella. The wall at the entry shows signs of 
corbelling, perhaps for a doorway in the form of a trapezoid. 

Durin§ the 1983 season a trench was dug outside the north wall of 
the temple allhe point where the ring wall meets (but does not bond 
With) the northeast corner of the temple (see Figs. 1 and 2).5 Here it was 
found thatlhe temple rests on a layer of dark earth filled with charcoal, 
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2. View of north wall of 
the original temple from 
the north. Note sepafiJte 
construction of the 
temple (righ!) iJnd the 
fins WiJl/ (/efV. 



pebble-sized schist, feldspar, quartz and small rounded pink lime
stones. The hi l l slopes c irca 30° down to the north at this point, and 
from the coarse pottery in the lowest soil levels here it is dear that 
there was a pre-temple sett lement of the ninth to eighth centuries 8.C. 

The significance of th is occupation for Portuguese archaeology 
should not be missed. It lends support to the two-wave theory of 
invasion/settlement: ninth to eighth century B.C. settlers of the First Iron 
Age, followed by an interval and then a new wave in the Second Iron 
Age (fourth century).6 

The earlier temple had a floor which was revealed in the 
northwest corner at 246.35 meters above sea level (Figs. 1 and 3). The 
floor was composed of two centimeters of red c layey earth (estingon a 
stalUmen (supporting layer) of greywacke (a coarse sandstone or 
fi ne-grained conglomerate) and schist cobbles of fifteen to I\\lenty 
cent imeters in diameter set in the same clayey earth. The temple walls 
here are Ihus preserved a full 1.65 meters above floor level. The 
coarse, micaceous, hand-made pottery beneath the floor was dated by 
Carlos Tavares da Silva and Joaquina Soares to the fourth century S.c. 

Also apparently associated with the earl ier temple was the 
corbeJled south entry with its wall s that tapered in as they went up (Fig. 
4). Later, a temenos was added to the east of the original structure, 
although just how much later could not be determined. Several poorly 
preserved traces of possible walls approximating the the alignment of 
the lalest temenos configuration have been found under the southeast 
corner of the latest temenos (Fig. I) and these low level walls may be 
contemporary with the earlier temple. 

The extraordinary state of preservation of the earlier temple may 
be d ue to the fact that it may not have been in use very long. )" Just 
above the floor in the northwest corner was found loose sandy brown 
soil wi th fallen greywacke cobbles, charcoal. bones and pottery. This 
represented a midden (refuse heap) which must have accumulated 
during a period of disuse of the structure. The pottery in the midden 
was of a dark brown micaceous fabric, both hand- and wheel·made. 
O ne sherd had ra ised corded decoration (cordiio segmenlado) while 
another was an lbera-Punic amphora.s The assemblage dated to the 
mid third century B.C. and suggests a date by which the original 
temple was out of use or at least represents a terminus /XIst Quem for 
the raising of the floor level. 

At some time apparently after the middle of the third century Be.. 
therefore, the temple was fi lled in. The area did come into use again, 
however, as indicated by the addition of the westernmost (i nner) 
temenos wall (which bonds with the ring wall ). Fill against this 
temenos wall had pottery in it of 200 to 150 B.C., giving a date by 
w hich this temenos wall was in place. A layer of ash ran up to the 
outside of this inner wall and under the easternmost (outer) temenos 
wa ll . This suggests the outer wall replaced the inner one and extended 
the temenos slightly eastward, perhaps after a fire. Pottery in the ash 
was circa' 50 B.C. giving a terminus post quem for the final, extended 
temenos. 
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Finally, a white limestone paving stone in the lemenos was 
preserved as well as severa l others positioned over the inner temenos 
wall. The paving was laid c irca 100 B.C., as indicated by the presence 
of a vessel fragment o f imitation Campana B ware. This last phase o f 
temenos and the paving may correspond to the final phase of the 
temple. The significance of th is may be considerable. 

The temple in i ts last form changes from a basic box to a 
fascinating but crude approximation of a Greco·Roman pronaos and 
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3. Floor of original 
pre-Roman temple in 
northwl."st corfICr of 
cella, Sl'f.'n from above. 

4. Vil."w from inside the 
cella of the origin,l/ 
temple entry afler 
consolidation (view to 
the southl. Note the 
sloping doorway with 
later rubble fill in the 
center. 



5. Architect lack Digby 
(far left) and crew 
working 011 the Slruclure 
to protect the 
"Taverna" fresco in 
situ. 

cel la.9 The ground level is raised more than one meter, but the temple 
keeps its boxy look and pre-Roman temenos which appear to give il 
Celtic affinities. Roman pottery appears for the first time in aSSOCiation 
with this last temple phase. ' The bird burialloffering found in the cella 
in 1982 and discussed in the last Muse may also be associated with 
this final phase, although the uppermost fill in the temple is mixed with 
mid first century A.D. material. 10 The bowls were dated to the first 
century B.C. (early first century A.D. at the latest) while the date of the 
last phase of the temple has a terminus POSl quem of ca. 100 B.C. 

11 is tempting to discern in all of thi s a commun ity of Cells, or 
people in contact with Celts, moving here in the fourth century B.C. 
and living in a fairly isolated way, apart from the Mediterranean 
cultures or even nearby cosmopolitan centers like Alcacer. But by 
100 B.C. the traditional rites, like the pottery, are syncretized and this 
unique temple is the result. By the time of the Roman occupation of 
the site, the paving of the temple temenos was removed and some sort 
of minor changes were made in the structure since the uppermost 
levels of fill contain mid first century A.D. material. These changes to 
the temple probably occurred when the Roman urban development 
program (reported previously in Muse) took place. If the Romans of the 
Claudian or Neronian period wanted to preserve something of the 



integrity of the indigenous sacred sites, it is natural that the old temple 
lVould have been shored up or left as an engaging ru in. It seems that 
the Romans kept thi s area as the heart of the new city, building their 
temples to flank the spot and destroyi ng virtua ll y all major structures of 
at least this part of the pre-Roman city except the temple. 

This is at any rate a scenario which fits the situat ion and provides 
plausible insight into the evolution of archi tectural development and 
continuity of si te selection at Mirobriga. Future excavation can test 
these conclusions. 

EXCAVATIONS 0 THE SOUTHEAST SLOPE of the Castelo Velho 
also provided important results. Under the Roman street which runs 
between the South Building and the so-called Taverna, further digging 
revealed pre-Roman wa ll s and a rich midden with pottery, bones and 
seeds of the fourth through first century R.C. An analys is of the material 
has supplemented our information about the pre-Roman diet pre
sented last time. II The climate was very similar to what it is now, 
capable of growing the same sorts of vegeta tion . In levels of the third 
century 8.C. were found bread wheat, emmer wheat, stone pine, and 
oak and pine charcoal. 12 Carbon isotope analysis of two charcoal 
samples from the street area showed, after dendrochronological 
calibrations, a date between 175 B.C. and 235 A.D. I ) Further sampling 
is now unde"vay in an effort 10 determine why this dale has been 
given to a context dated to the third century B.C. by our pottery 
specialists. 14 

In the "Taverna" we continued our race against time to clean and 
save the Roman frescoes. In order to conserve two walls of them in the 
northwest corner of the " Taverna," Jane Carpen ter and Marian 
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6. The finished 5lruc/Ure 
protecting the 
" Taverna " fresco. 
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7. Line drawing of the 
" Taverna " fresco by 
Jane Carpenter. Mar;an 
Kaminit/. ,llld Noelle 
Soren. 

8. Detail drawing of a 
portion of lite 
"Taverna" fr('sco. 
Dctails ar(' in while 
pd;nI except wlwre 
noted. 
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Kaminitz of the Winterthur Museum cleaned and consolidated the 
cracking surface while the distinguished English architect Jack Digby 
designed and built an elaborate curtained and tile· roofed protective 
structure over them (Figs. 5 and 6)' all within four weeks! 

Continuing our policy of reconstruction and conservation, Chloe 
MacMillan and Noelle Soren have undertaken to do reconstruction 
drawings of the paintinls (Figs. 7 and 8) and M s. Carpenter has 
analyzed the pigments. t Now analyzed, the samples are able to tell 
us how local fresco artists did their work. There are two layers in this 
fresco construction: the plaster support and the paint. There is 
evidence of smoothing the plaster surface before paint ing by using a 
trowel or similar instrument. Coarse sand particles are visible through. 
out and there was some layering within the plaster, but never anything 
that qualified as uniform coats. This is in violation of the Vitruvian 
prescription of three coats of rough !kind morlar, followed by three of 
marble dust mortar for firmness, strength and resistance to cracking. 16 

Calcium carbonate (lime) was the binder used in the pigments and 
it was applied either to a wet plaster surface or was applied in a 
mixture of wet lime to a dry wall. The painted su rface shows evidence 
of polishing. The red ochre is iron oxide (Fe20 ] ) or hydrated iron 
oxide, yellow is yel low ochre (hydrated iron oxide), green is green 
earth (a variable, complex hydrosilicate of iron, magnesium, alumi· 
num and potassium), black is carbon black, white is finely ground 
calcium carbonate and the pink is red ochre plus finely ground 
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calcium carbonate. 17 The walls were not repainted, making the 
information here about ancient materials and techniques especiall y 
valuable. 

These paintings are also important for an understanding of 
provincial fresco art. The "Taverna" building itself was dated circa 
mid first centu ry, a date believed to hold for the frescoes also. 16 An 
independent study of the frescoes by Dr. Janina K. Darling of Eastern 
Il linois University suggests a date of 50 to 100 A.D. The "coffer" 
decoration on the socle of the fresco conserved this summer (Figs. 7 
and 8) is related to the late Th ird Style decoration used in the House of 
the Gilded Cupids at Pompeii, 19 and the floral motives are typical in 
Third and Fourth Style painting. These paintings are unique in 
southern Portugal. 

Concerning the " Taverna" fresco cleaned in 1982 and illustrated 
in the last Muse, Dr. Darling writes: " The use of 'Easter Egg' marbling 
in the baseboard (socle) is definitely not a fashionable element in Third 
Style. In fact, this type of marbling seems to drop out during the Third 
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9. Se! designer Harry 
Lange installing the 
exhibition which he 
designed for the 
museum in Santiago do 
Cacem. 



Style at Pompeii. It returns in Style Four in highly formal incrustalioo 
designs. Thus, to fit the fresco in, it would seem to me that we must 
suggest that the date would be late Third Style/beginning Fourth Style; 
its use of marbling must be the result of provincial workmanship or 
taste20 and Dr. von Blanckenhagen thought it looked second century 
due to this odd use of the marble pattern. ,,21 Or. Darling's work is still 
in the preliminary stage and detailed comparisons with material from 
the Iberian Peninsula will shed further light on our attempts to date the 
Taverna Frescoes with precision. 

A complete redesign of the Mirobriga room of the Santiago 
Museum has been undertaken by Harry and John lange (Fig. 9), the 
former being the internationally known set designer of such films as 
2001: A Space Odyssey and The Dark Crystal. Within a few yea" it 
should be possible to know even more about the cross-cuhural 
evolution of Mirobriga and to present the site and museum to the 
public . Space precludes offering further detail s here, but the exciting 
discoveries at Mirobriga thi s past year promise to reveal much more in 
the future and to keep scientists, archaeologists and specialists around 
the world quite busy for a long time. 

DAVIOSORfN 
University of Alilon~ 

'Special thaoks to Charles Miksicek, Kenneth lsersoo, Jane and Wilham BIerS. Kathleen 
Slane, Albert leonard. Jr. . Rebecca ~e~u. Jo1oioa Darling. J.lI1C Carpenter, Mari~n 
KaminilZ. Jack Digby, lucinda Neuru. Ho1rry Lange, John laoge. and Chloe MacMil· 
Ian without whose help this article could flOI ho1ve o1ppeJred. In Portugal. we wish of 
course 10 thank Dr. Caelano 8eir;\0. I~ Caeiro, Carlos Tav.:ucs da Silv~, IoJquina 
Soares, Luisa Ferrer Oias and D. Amalia Guerreiro. 

l Muse 16 (1982) 43, note 16. 00 Romano-Celtic temples of the ~uare io a square type 
(often with VO(ive deposits) see Stuilrt Piggot1. The Druids (London 19811179·181 . 
43-44 , 66. 

JTh is 'shaved-dowo temenos wall' postdates the earlier temple of the louf1h century 
8.C. but precedes the later temple io ils final form (ca. 100 B.C.). It belongs to an iotel'
vening sub-phase which is still being studiro. 

·Geologically. the heavy stones at the hase oithe north wall are IOCo1l pink limestones 
quarried oorth of Santiago do Cacem. This stooe is Jurassic lliassic) aod occasional 
schists fill the iflterstices. (For this iofOl'lnalion I thank M. Femande~, geologist 
of the CAbinel 01 Ihe Area 01 Sines, PortugaLi The schist is also local, from the 
Iberian Pyrite Complex which includes slath, greywackes. quart~ and feldspar. This 
complex extends through southern Spaio ard Ponugal and dates 10 lhe Co1rbomierous 
period. 

5The Ofiginaltemple was obviously very important for the Iron Age settlement of the 
fourth century B.C.. since its construction actually preceded thai of lhe riog wall oithe 
hilltop seltlement (povOAdo). 

bOn this see Muse 16 (1982) 42, note 1. 
7lndeed. plant materia l recovered from the filled-in doorwJy of the o riginal temple 
differed sharply from material in Ihe rest of Ihe area. Cistus was preseo!. a shrub 
characteristi<: 01 waste areas where lhere is little human occupalion, accordiog to 
Charles Miksicek. The doorwJy was later reused oot the remains strongly suggest a 
period of disuse. 

8Th is ioformatlOn was provided by project pottery specialists Tavares cia Silva ard 
Soares who cite parallels in Ihe IXIttery wilh GarvAo aod Pedra da Atalaia io Portugal. 

"The proiecting siub walls separat ing prooaos from cella belong to the lasl pha..e oitlle 
temple but ao apparently earlier stub wall placed slightly more to the north was fourK! 
under the current easternmost stub. 
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'l1Jhe bird boJJeS previously identified <IS possibly a dove o r chicken, Wefe <lnalyzed by 
cur~torGeofge E. W<ltson of the Department of Vertebr<l te Zoology of the Smithsoni<ln 
~r.d proved to be one Alectoris wf<l, the Red-Le~ed P;Jrtridge:"B<I~ on the size <lnd 
I~ck of full ossifICation the bird was <I young cock probably about two months old that 
was prob.lbly killed in July, August or early September. There wele twenty-thrcc 
identift~llie bones and ten fr<lgments." 

"t th~nk Charle; Miksicek, project field dire<:tor and bot.lnist, for the analysis and its 
results. 

l11n the ninth or eighth century S.c. the climate may have been the same, but in levels of 
this period under the north w<lll of the temple no emmer wheat or stone pine werc 
present; instead there was evidence 01 vetch or legume. 

IJDr. Austin Long 01 the University of Arizona Labor<ltory of Isotope Geochemistry 
conductro this analysis for which I am gratelul. 

"Of. Kenneth V Is.erson of the Emergency Medicine Section of the Arizona Health 
Sciences Center will coordinate this sampling. 

'l5.lmples of the pigments and plaster analyzed were mostly from the TavernJ fresco 
ptlblishe<:l in the last Muse. The methods of <lnalysis included visual e~Jmination, 
~-ray fluorescence, ~-ray diffr<lction, polarized light microscopy of crushed pigment 
samples and eXJmination of cross sections. InfrJred spectroscopy, Fourier transform 
infrared spectroscopy and biological st<lining were used to detect a possible medium 
in the p.lint layer. The samples were red, yellow, green , black and white. A Ilink 
sample came from In as yet unpublished fresco of lozenges with cCfltral mcdJllions 
fle~r [fie West House. The red, green, yellow ~nd black p<lint WJS circa 20-40 microns 
thick but the pink was SO-I 00. 

I wish to thank Marg<lret Cr.llt and the Winterthur Museum (particularly adv.lnced 
students Carpenter and Kaminitz) for the complete supervision of this aspect of the 
wOI"k. The frescoes were in an e~tremely poor state of prcserv<ltion, suffering from 
insects, lichen, moss and weeds inhabiting spaces between wall and plaster or 
disturbing the fresco surf<lce itself. Meticulous cleaning with scalpels took weeks but 
exposed the designs on the w.ll1s clearly enough to drJW and date them for the first 
time. The procedural details and problems of lifting and consolidating with dilute 
polyvinyl acet~te, Union C.ubide PYA A YAF, etc., cannot be dealt with here, 

"'Vitruviu), Book 7, Chapter 3. Useful modern works include Selim Augusti, "Analysis 
of the Materials and Technique of Ancient Mural Paintings," App/ici.l tion of Science in 
Exdminalion of Works of Art (Boston 19{,7) 67-70, <lnd P<lolo Mora, (<IuS(' of 
/)('teriorJlion of Muri.ll Pi.linlings (Rome: InternalionJI Center for the Study of 
Preserv~tion and Restoration of Cultural Property, 1974). 

llThi, inforrn;Jtion on pigment composition is the result of work by Janice H. Carlson of 
the Wint(>f\hur Museum Analytical Laooratory, collatL>d by Ms. (Jrpenter. 

'3For these dates I thank Luisa Ferrer Dias and Lucinda Neuru. The most likely date for 
the construction of the road between the "Taverna" <lnd South Building is between 60 
and 70 A.O. There WJS much evidence of South Gallic and Spanish Sigill;;Jla, 
Thin-walled Sanded Ware <lnd almost no Arretine. Forms such as Dragendorff 33 .. nd 
15/17 ~r.d Mayet XXXVI were found along with White Alentejo W;;Ire and Pompeian 
Red WMe. 

'''See NOlilic deg/i Sc .. vi 5 ( 190S) 28, 31, 33, figs. " 3, 4; Karl 5chefold, Die Wande 
Pompejis (Berlin 1957) 154, Room G. The decoration in the House of the Gilded 
Cupids, howl'ver, does not display the three dimensional ef/t.'Ct of tnc Mirobriga 
example, ~nd the motifs within the "coffers" occur only in evcry other "colfer." 

"'SImilar marbling patterns are found elsewhere in the Iberian peninsula and in Britain. 
C/., for example, mid-2nd century painting from Verulamium (Norman DJvey and 
Roger ling, lVall-l'i.linling in Roman Sritain (Gloucester 1982) figs. 46, 471; late 3rd or 
early 4th century painting from the Casa del Anfiteatro, Merida (L. Abaci (;;Isal, "las 
imitaciones de crustae en la pintura mural romJn<l en Esp<lr'ia," Archivo f Spilnol de 
ArqlJC()IogIJ S()"SI (1977-7S) fig. 4); 4th century painted pl,lster from York (Roman 
Plovincial Wi.l1I Painting of Ihe Western f mpite, Joan Uversidge, ed,tor, BAR 
ImernaliOllal Selies 140 (1982) fig. 6.1 1. 

l'From a discussion betwccn Dr. J. DJrling, Dr. P. von Blanckenhagen and Dr. Anne 
La idl~w. 
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The Naukrati s Project, 1983 

D uring the summer of 1983 the Naukratis Project conducted the fifth 
and final in-field season of a program designed to elucidate the 
development of civilization in a twenty-five square kilometer section 
of the western Nile Delta. 1 Although primarily intended as a study 
season, limited excavation and survey work were conducted at Kom 
Ce'if (Naukratis), Kom Firin and Kom Dahab, while detailed analysis 
of material previously excavated at these sites was being completed. 

Naukratis (Kom Ce' if) : Four small probes (less than 2 x 2 m.)were 
excavated in the Soulh Mound at Naukratis in the remains of what we 
have termed the Northwest Building, in order to clarify certain details 
of the arch itectura l history of Ihis multi-phased structure. 1 Since all of 
the phases of th is bu i lding appear to date within the Ptolemaic Period, 
study of the pottery and other artifactual material from deposits 
associated with the various stages of its remodeling should add 
significantly to our knowledge of the sequence of the local pottery 
forms and styles in this region during the third to first centuries B.C. 

Korn Fi rin : Work at Kom Firin consisted of the excavation of two 
kilns located approximately 160 meters northeast of the Department of 
Antiquities rest house. Kiln A. the better preserved of the two, had been 
recorded during our initial visit to the site in the winter of 1977-1978.1 

while Kiln B was noted during an intensive surface survey of Korn Firin 
during the summer of 1982. The two kilns are simil ar both in size and 
function and our discussion here will be confined to Kiln A. 

Ki ln A. which was constructed in a hole dug into the sterile sand. 
consisted of three main elements (Fig. I a); an oval reducing chamber 
(ca. 1.80 x 1.40 m.) with a fired brick floor, a transi tional tunnel (ca. 
0 .50 x 0.75 m.) w i th a corbelled vault of brick; and a stoking chamber 
(ca. 1.75 x 0.60 m.) the southern end of which incorporated an earlier 
mud brick wall (Locus 4 15) of uncertain da te. Upon the floor of the kiln 
two parallel walls of fired bricks (Fig. 1 b), four courses high and ca. 20 
meters apart, were laid longitudinally from the northwestern end of the 
reducing chamber to the southeastern end of the transitional tunnel. 
These walls were subsequently capped by a single row of bricks. Four 
"vents" (ca. 0.05 to O. 10 m.) between the bricks of the third and fourth 
courses suggest that a forced air draught was employed in firing the 
reduc ing chamber . 

At the time of excavation the reducing chamber was filled with 
several deposi tiona l strata which included a layer of powdered lime, a 
thicker deposit of which (0.45 m.1 was also found in the tunnel. This 
would indicate tha t the structure funct ioned as a l ime-slaking rather 
than a pottery kil n. In-field study of the ceramic finds associated with 
Kil ns A and B suggest a period of uti l ization in the second or third 
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1.1. The kiln .11 Kom 
Firill . 

I b. Elevation and plall 
of Ihe floor of i/le kiln 
showing JrTJng('menl of 
"vents" 



2 . The kiln a l Kom 
Dahab: section. 

century A.D. The presence of the two lime-slaking kilns as well as the 
large amount of " furn ace product." the vitrified remnants of the inside 
of the furnace chamber of a kiln, scattered over the surface in the 
immediate vicinity leads us to believe that in this area was the 
industrial quarter of the ancient city of Korn Firin . 

Kom Dahab: Korn Dahab, a small site with an intriguing name 
("mound of gold") is situated ca. 0.50 km. southeast of Kom Firi n. 
During the 1983 season at Kom Dahab emphasis was placed on the 
excavation of a pottery kiln, work on wh ich had been initiated in 
1982." 
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In design the ki ln was found to be a circu lar updraught kiln with a 
lower furnace chamber and an upper firing chamber (Fig. 2). Similar 
kilns are known from elsewhere in the ancient world and in many 
modern Egyptian vi llages such as Gazayer Isa which is located a short 
distance east of Korn Dahab. S AI Kom Dahab, as at Gazayer lsa, the 
lower furnace chamber of the kiln was dug below ground level. 
Limi ted excavations to the south and east of the kiln reached a level of 
rnudbrick detrilUS (debri s) w hich may have formed the original surface 
prior to the construction of the kiln. Above th is layer of detritus was a 
thick layer of loose sand and ash which contained a large amount of 
furnace product and many amphora fragments of types found both 
wi thin the ki ln and elsewhere on the site, clearly representing debris 
from the operation of the kiln. 
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Ground water was encountered at 3.80 Ol . above sea level and it 
was necessary to cease excavation inside the furnace chamber with
out, unfortunately, reaching ei ther the floor or the base of the walr. 
The furnace chamber was not preserved in i ts ent irety, as the upper 
portion of its dome had collapsed, but it once must have stood more 
than 2.10 m. high. To judge from the vast number of poorly and 
partially-fired amphora fragments found inside the furnace chamber, 
the collapse of the dome must have taken p lace during the firing of 
these vessels. 

Around the edge o f the fi ring chamber are sixteen wedge-shaped 
openings in the floor between the inner face of the firing chamber wall 
and the outer face o f the furnace chamber wal l (F ig. 3). These holes 
served as flues to carry the hot air upward from the furnace chamber 
into the firing chamber. 

-..... 

The upper firing chamber of the kiln is enclosed by a circular wa ll 
of mudbrick. As in other ancient kilns of this type, the firing chamber 
seems not to have had a permanent roof, and evidence from similar 
modern kilns in Egypt suggests that the top of the fi ring cham'x:r wou ld 
have been closed during each firing with dung cakes or wtth large 
fragments of broken pottery as at Gazayer Isa . T~e firing ~hamber has 
no lateral opening through w hich to load the ktln, so thts procedure 
must have also taken p lace through the opening at the top. 

After the collapse of the furnace chamber this ki.ln seems to have 
served as a dump for pottery which was damaged 10 the process of 
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3. The kiln ill Korn 
Dahab: pliln. 



4. POllcry from Ihc kiln 
.'I I Kom Ddhab. 

.-

,-

manufacture. both prior to firing (as is eVidenced by the large number 
of unbaked sherdsl and as a result of firing acc idents (as is seen in Ihe 
large number of " wasters") . For example, severa l pots such as the 
pitcher with indented base (Fig. 4:c) were shattered or blown during 
fi ring. Blowing can occur under several condit ions. The clay may have 
been improperly prepared. the vessel may have been inadequately 
dried before firing so that steam was generated in the body of the 
vessel during fi ring, or there may have been too rapid a ri se in 
tempe'rature during the early stages of firing.1> Other pottery, such as 
the amphora neck (Fig. 5:Gl, was badly warped. Warping is generally 
due to an uneven distribution of heat during firing which results in one 
side of the vessel contracting more rapidly than the other upon 
cooling.' Fina lly, many of the vases such as the pitchers (Fig. 4:8, 0) 
were split or cracked over part or most of the vessel. Such splitt ing or 
cracking results when the kiln is cooled too rapidly after firing or when 
a draft is allowed to enter the kiln during firing. 8 

A terminus anfe quem for the utilization of this kiln is supplied by 
material from the debris accumulated after the dome of the furnace 
chamber had collapsed. Thi s material included many pottery sherds 
and a single intact vessel . a lagynos (small wine jug) with an angular 
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body (Fig. 4:,0.) found ~n top of t.he collapsed wall of the furnace 
chamber, incompletely fired and With a crack in its handle. At Athens, 
lagynoi have been recovered from contexts as early as the 3rd century 
s.c. and as late as the middle of the 1st century B.C., but were most 
popular during. the sec~)Ild half of the 2nd century B.C.9 Al though 
lagynoi occur In a vari ety of forms, from squat through round to 
angular, it· appears that shape is of little or no significance as a 
chronological indicator. 10 The Dahab example, therefore, cannot be 
dated at present more closely than the second half of the Ptolemaic 
period. This date is supported by a copper coin found in the same 
debris, which can most probably be attributed 10 Ptolemy X who 
reigned at the beginning of the first century B.C. 

The largest category of vases from the ki ln is represented by the 
masses of amphora fragments found throughout the kiln but especiall y 
in the collapsed kiln chamber. The amphorae appear in various forms 
(Fig. 5), some with flaring rims (e.g., Fig. S:A) and others with smaller, 
more rounded lips (Fig. 5:C). Because of the IcUge number of body 
sherds in si milar fabric and shapes recovered from the kiln, it has not 
as yet been possible to restore a complete amphora, but a composite 
drawing has been made using sections of severa l amphorae, all o f the 
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6, Suggesre(/ compos;re 
drawing o( all .tmphora, 
assembled from 
fragmenrs (rom Kom 
Dahab. 

same fabric (Fig. 6). In the past, it has been suggested that during the 
Ptolemaic period Alexandria, and probably Egypt as a whole, had to 
imporl amphorae from Greece in order to meet the demand for storage 
vessels. 11 With the recent discovery of the large kilns at Kom Dahab 
and Tell Fara' in, however, we are in a position 10 suggest that 
production of amphorae and indeed many other vessels took place on 
a large scale in the Nile Delta. 

Other activities of the 1983 season included the conclusion of a 
substantial program of core-drilling at Naukrat is and its environs in an 
attempt to ascertain the stratigraphy below the presen t water table and 
to locate the ancient course of the canopic branch of the ile near 
which the ancient ci ty of Naukratis was supposed to have been 
situated . 

Finally, our regional survey was completed with the addition of 
the last few sites to the gazetteer of archaeological monuments in the 
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western Nil~ Del~a being compiled by the Naukralis Project. These 

sites are dally being damaged by the digging of the local sebakhin 

(farmers) and by the erosion caused by the seasonal rains. II is 

imperati\le that they be recorded as full y as poss ible before they are 

lost forever. 
The Naukratis Project now enters its publ ication phase which will 

result in a series of monographs that will appear over the next Ihree 

year>. We hope to update Muse readers on the progress of this 

research in a future issue of this publication. 

W ILLIAM 0 E. COU LSON 

University of Minnesou-Minneapolis 

ALBERT LEONARD. JR. 
University of Missoufi-Columbia 

'The 1983 se~son was sponsored by a matching grant from the National Endowment for 

the Humanities. wi th addi tional funds provided by the Social Sciences ... nd Humanities 

Rt'5earch Council of Canada and the University of Minnesota . ... nd other mooies by 

Carleton College. the College of SI. Catherine·s. and Gustavus Adolphus College. all 

within the state of Minnesota . and by the Museum of Art and Archaeology at the 

Unr\-ersily of Missouri-Columbia. 

IF,eld director of the excavation at Kom Ge'if during the 198] season was Cynthia 

JohMOl1leonard. For our earl ie r work in the Soulh Mound al Naukratis. see W.O. E. 

Coulson and A. Leonard. Jr .• "Excavations in the South Mound at N ... ukralis: 198 1." 

Muse 1 S (1981) 39-45. 
lThe f!ekl supervisor at Kom Firin was James Rehard. assisted by James Contursi. lauril 

lewis.l..lufa Paulson and Denise Provost. For a plan of Kom Firin showing the position 

of Kiln A. d. W.D.E. Cou lson and A. leonard. Jr. , " Investigat ions at Naukratis ilnd 

Envirom, 1980 and 1981 ," American loom ... 1 of Archaeology 86 (1982) 376-380 and 

III. 12. 
'As in paS! yea rs. Nancy C. Wilke supervised tne work at Kom Dilh~b. She was assisted 

in 1983 by Usa Greenberg. a student at Carleton College. For a prelimin ... ry study of 

!he Nrly work atKom Oahab. d. Nancy Witke."Kom Dahab." in W.O.E. Coulson 

and A. leonard. Ir .. Cities of (he Delta l. Naukratis (Malibu 1981) 73-77. 

~orex.Jmple. ~ series of sucn kilns has been e)fc ... va ted in Ptolemaic and eilrly Roman 

le\-els at Tell Fara'in, O. Charlesworth. "The Industr ia l Are .... " in M.W. Seton

Williams. ' 'The Tell 1'1 Fara 'in Expedition. 1967. "'ournal of Egyptian Mchaeology 5] 

119(7) 149-155; and O. Charlesworth. "Tell el·Fara·in: The Industrial Site. 1968." l EA 

5S 119(9) 2]-30. In Nubia ... bouttwo dozen similar kilns have been excoilvated in the 

.... 1efoilie. X-Group a nd Christian levels at eight differenl sites, W.V. Adams. " The 

ChriS!ian Potteries at Faras." Kush 9 (1961) 30-43. and " Pottery Kiln Excavations." 

kush 10 (1962) 62-75. 
f or s,milar. modern kilns throughout the Medilerranean. see R. Hampe and A. 

Winter. Be; T()p(em und T6pferinnen in Kret .... Messenien und Zypetn (Mainz 1962). 

and Be; T6pkrn und Zieg/em in Si1ditalien. Srzilien und Griechenland (MoIinz 1965); 

and in Egypt. W.S. Blackman. The Fel/olhin of Upper Egypt (London 1927) 148. 

Tile Naukralis Project has undert ... ken study o f the fourteen kilns ",rld pottery 

l\"orIung complex at Gazayer lsa. 
"H.w. Hodges. ArtifaCI5: An Introduclion to Early Materials and Technology (l ondon 

1964) 41. 
' Ibid. 
31h<d. 
"H.A. Thompson, "Two Centuries of Hellenistic POllery, " Hesperia 3 (1934) 4S 1. Fo~ a 

lasyllOS similar in shape to the one under discussion d. no. E 72. pp. 40]-405 and (,g. 

92. p. 404. 
'~bId .. 450. 
l'P.M. frilSt'l". PlOlemaic Alexandria COxford 1972) 168. 
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I. Bronze group of Bull 
and Leaper in Evans' 
Schema, from near 
RClhymnon (photo 
courtesy of the Trustccs 
of (ile British MuseumJ. 

A New Look at Aegean Bull-Leaping 

O f the pecu liarit ies of the Minoan and Mycenaean civilizations that 
flourished in Crete and on the Greek Mainland, perhaps the most 
fascinating to moderns is the sport of bu ll- leaping. The mere idea of 
vau lting a bull, tame or wild, sta nding or running, thrills the imagina· 
tion; the deed must have belonged only to the daring and nimble. 

rn the Aegean the sport had a long history, dating at least 10 the 
beginning of the second millennium B.C. 1 The best known representa· 
tions, however, belong to the late Bronze Age (ca. 1550- 1180 B.C). 
Frescoes, engraved gems, bronze figurines, repousse gold cups, 
bas- relief stone and stucco sculptures, and pictorial vases present 
va rious bull-leaping scenes that can be arranged in such an order that 
the entire sport from start to finish is now fairly clear. Twoorthree men 
firs t went out into the fields with nets to capture a semi-wild bull that 
was then tamed for use in training the leapers (or the festival in which 
bull-leaping was apparently a featured even t. The bull was wrestled 
into submission before being released either in a palace's central 
cou rt , or, more likely, in an open arena of tamped earth. Darts like the 
Spanish picas may then have been thrust into the bul l's withers to spur 
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it on to more frenetic action. In the actual sport young men and 
women formed teams of both leapers who vaulted the bull as it 
charged and their assistants who either secured the bull or steadied the 
leapers as they alighted. As in the Spanish bullfights, the climax of the 
sport probably centered on the bull's death or sacrifice. 2 The myth 
surrounding Theseus and the Minotaur seems to reflect the total event, 
so much so, in fac!, that Mary Renault incorpora les bull -leaping as an 
integral part of her novel The King Must Die. 

The sport is not without its successors; the Romans in Thessa ly 
engaged in simi lar sports which they called taurokathapsiai ,3 modern
day Portuguese vault bulls let loose in the streets,4 and of course 
American cowboys grapple bull s in rodeos. 

How the Aegeans of the late Bronze Age practiced the sport has 
eliCited much specu lation. A few representations (F ig. ' ) led Sir Arthur 
Evans to believe that the leapers literally look the bull by the horns and 
as the bull tossed its head obligingly backwards they executed a 
backflip and landed feel down on the bull's back before jumping off. 

Most representations, however, including the famous Taureador 
fresco from Knossos (Fig. 2), depict another method. The leapers, men 
and women, threw themselves over the bull's head, possibly from an 
elevated platform like the one extant in the northwest corner of the 
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2. Taureador Fresco in 
the Diving Leaper 
Schema, from Knossos 
(photo courtesy of 
Alison Frantz). 



3. Left: impression of a 
cushion seal from 
Priene (photo courtesy 
of the Ashmolean 
Museum). 

4. Right: sketch of the 
Diving Leaper Schema 
by A. Camp. 

5. Impression of a 
lentoid in the Metaxas 
Collection (Herak/cion 
Museum Mefaxas 1385). 

/ 

, , ---, ----- , , , 
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cent ral court at Pha istos and depicted perhaps on a sealstone from 
Priene (Fig. 3), dove on to the bull's back and, by pushing against the 
withers with their hands, executed a backflip to land feet down on the 
ground behind the bull (Fi g. 4). In this method , assistants were often 
e m ployed in front to steady the bull's head o r in back to catch the 
leapers as they landed. 

The represen tat ions that depict the two methods cover the event 
from start to fini sh , each one concentrating on one of the important 
stages . A thi rd series of representations, however, simultaneously shows 
a single scene: a leaper floats above a runn ing bull (both face the same 
direction) while he ho lds on to the bull's head, neck, or withers with 
both hands (see Fig. 5). 

This Floating leaper composition also appears on an engraved 
pale agate gemstone, lentoid in shape (ci rcular in plan and biconvex 
o r lens-shaped in sect ion), in the Museum of Art and Archaeology at 
the Un iversity of Missouri-Columbia (Figs. 6-9); it is said to have been 
fou nd at Phigaleia in Elis. s The sealstone is perhaps slightly larger than 
average but othe rwi se its general shape, profile, material, and tech
nique are all of standard quality. 
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fig. 6 
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The engraved scene depicts a bull wa lk ing left (in the impress ion); 

above the bu ll a nude male leaper, facing left. holds the butt's single 
horn with his lefl hand while he supports h imself by pushing on the 
buWs neck wilh his right hand; in front of the bu l l and facing it , 
another nude man ho lds the butt's head to secure the bull during the 
leap. 

There are twenty-two representation s of thi s scene, mostl y en
graved on gemstones, though one fresco, one painted coffin , and one 
engraved stone bowl each contributes an example; all the depiction s 
are nearly identical even though some may add a tree for scenery (see 
Fig. 12) or, li ke the Co lumbia gem, a frontal ass istant. The pose of the 
leaper, however, is alwa ys basicall y the same - so much so that these 
representations constitu te a distinct way, the Floating l eaper Schema, 
of depicting the sport. 

In my original study of bull-leaping I suggested that " if these 
representations do reflect an actual method , it is poss ible that the 
leaper came at the bull from the one side and vaulted over to the 
other,"6 much like one vaul ts a fence. In that articl e, however, I 
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6. Lemoid in the 
Museum of Art and 
Archaeology, University 
of Missouri-Columbia, 
Ace. No. 57.8. 
//Iustratoo at twice 
actual size. 

7. Impress ion of the 
Missouri lemoid. 

8 . Drawing of the 
impression of the 
Missouri lemoid by Joiln 
Huffs/at 

9. Profile drawing of the 
Missouri lemoid by Joiln 
Huffstot 



10. Left: drawing of the 
impress ion of a lentoid 
from Mycenae Tomb 44 
(eMS I, 79). 

1 I. Middle: reversed 
drawing taken from a 
photograph of a len/oid 
from Corinth (AGDS 2 , 
Berlin 48). 

12. Right: impression of 
a len/aid from Mycenae 
Tomb 47 (eMS 1.82). 

preferred to hypothesize that bull.leaping was abandoned ca. 1375 
B.C. when, as presumed by many scholars, the pa lace of Knossos was 
destroyed by fire. The Floating l eaper Schema was then used. my 
original hypothesis continued, as a formulaic convention to evoke the 
memory of the now defunct sport. I found support for this theory in the 
many representations that derived from the Mainland and from 
archaeological contexts dated to the late fourteenth and thirteenth 
centuries S.c. 

I should like now, however, to recast my original interpretation of 
the Floating Leaper Schema based on a different line of reasoning, and 
to use the Columbia gem as an important start ing point. 

Styl istically, the Columbia gem is distinctive. The elongated body 
of the bull stands on weak legs with the hind leg joints dotted; the large 
ear is a hollow enclosed by two incised arcs; the eye is a large and 
undifferentiated dot; the muzzle is thin and rubbery, dotted at the tip; 
and the thin horn forms a graceful, sinuous curve. The leaper and his 
assistant are also rubbery and poorly articulated. 

The same bull appears on two other sealstones: the cornelian 
eMS 1, no. 79 (Fig. 10) from Mycenae Tomb 44, and a sardonyx 
ACDS 2, Berlin, no. 48 (Fi g. 11 ) from Corinth. The Mycenae seal 
retains the same ungainly, dog· headed bull, but the leaper seems to 
possess a sturdy constitution and some power. The Corinth gem 
presents a more attractive scene (in the impression a bull runs left; over 
his back are the abbreviated forms of another bull, represented by its 
turned·back head and neck, and a column with a capital) and a more 
detailed anatomy (the front leg joints are dotted and the large dotted 
eye carries a smaller dotted pupil). 

The differences between these seals are noteworthy but they 
should not overshadow the similarities; the elongation, the elasticity, 
the pointed and dotted muzz le, and the atmosphere of a clumsy grace 
al l warrant their attribution to a single artist whom we may name the 
Columbia Master, since the eponymous sealstone is his most inter· 
esting, albeit perhaps his least satisfying, work. 
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Foor other sealstones seem to share some of the Columbia 
"""stet'S idiosyncracies: .CMS 1, no. 82 (Fig. 12) from Mycenae Tomb 
47 presents the ~olumb,a and Mycenae Tomb 44 scenes in a toy-like 
I'ersion, though Its leaper assumes a more an imated pose. Two other 
seals, eMS 5, no. 630 (Fig. 13) fr~m Aetolia and CMS 1, no. 300 (Fig. 
14) from Pylos, are both of fluonte, a brittle mineral that resembles 
rock crystal ; the bull s on these scenes, while elongated with the 
Columbia Master's exagge~aled hi~dquarters, are so perfunctory that 
they must represent an artIst who IS only a nodding acquaintance of 
the Columbia Master. The fourth sealstone CMS 1, no. 121 (Fig. 15) 
from Mycenae Tomb 86, presents the same individual traits we 
associa te with the Columbia Master's work (the elongated hindquar
ters and muzzle, outlined large ear. weak legs, and dOlled joints) but 
the engraving and general proportions are m o re carefu lly considered. 
This last seal is surel y roughl y contemporary with the Columbia 
Master's work though probably by a more ca reful and observant arti st. 

If any of these sealstones had come from dated contexts we might 
have been able to date the Columbia Master easily; as it is, we must 
compare his work with other groups that resemble his in style. 

The conventional use of dots to articulate eyes, muzzle tips, and 
joints appears by the middle of the fifteenth century S.c. and gradually 
replaces an earlier, more naturalistic, and plastic approach to muscu
lature and anatomy (see Fig. 21). A group of seals dated to ca. 
1450- 1425 S.c. (see Fig. 16) exaggerates the shoulder of its wild goats 
in a harsh linear manner that seems to be reflected in Figures 10 and 
11 by the Columbia Master. Another and large group of seal s, made at 
the palace of Knossos between 1410 and 1380 B.C., presents similarly 
sleek animals (see Fig. 17) that differ, however, from the Columbia 
Master's work in the gentler shape of their hindquarters and in the ring 
aroond the eye produced by the hollow tubular drill instead of the 
snub-nose sol id drill that the Columbia Master preferred. On the other 
hand. th is Knossian group almost always depic ts its animals with large 
outlined ears. 

, 
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13. Above : impress ion 
of .1 len/oid from Ailo/ia 
(CMS 5, 630). 

14. Below: drawing of 
Ihe imptcssion of a 
lenlOid from Pylos (CMS 
1,3(0). 

15. left: impress ion of a 
/enlOid from Mycenae 
TombB6(CMS J, 121 ). 

16. Right: impression of 
a lenloid from /sopala 
Tomb 3 (Herak/eion 
Museum 90B). 



17. Left: impression of a 
len/oid (rom Archanes 
(Herak/cion Museum 
2300). 

18. Middle: impression 
of a len/oid from Ayia 
Irini, Kcos (eMS 5, 
499). 

19. Right: impression of 
a len/aid nO\"\l in the 
British Museum (eMS 7, 
109). 

The rubbery legs and hooves of the Columbia Master's bulls, the 
elegant curve of their horns and feet, and their tapered muzzle are aU 
even more exaggerated in another group of sea ls (see Fig. '8) known 
for their graCile legs and lissome proportions. Thi s last group contains 
several gems well dated by context around 1350 B.C., not much more 
than a generation after the Knossos group of ring-eye animals. 

From this short and admittedly rather bare di scussion7 it would 
seem that the Columbia Master must have adopted the dots, the 
awkwardly elongated proportions, and the harsh shoulder from the 
late fifteenth centu ry group (see Fig. 16), yet must also have pointed 
the way towards the more graceful and fluid treatment of the post
Knossos group (see Fig. 18); in other \"\lords he stood between those 
two, and, if his outlined ears are significant, he probably was a 
contemporary of the artists that produced the ring-eye animals at 
Knossos (see Fig. 17), ca . 1410-1380 B.C. The fact that the (ind-spotsof 
his own sea ls and those of his friends, whether close or near, are all in 
the Peloponnese, especially centered at or near Mycenae, probably 
means that the Col umbia Master worked on the Mainland, perhaps in 
a workshop at Mycenae itself. 

If the date, ca. 1410-1380 B.c., is correct, then the Columbia 
Master did not choose the Floating Leaper Schema because bull
leaping was no longer being practiced and he himself was only dimly 
aware of how it was accomplished. The sport is so intimately 
connected with the palace of Knossos, where numerous rooms were 
decorated with frescoes depicting the sport, that it must have conlin
ued being practiced there unlil the palace was destroyed, which even 
by the most conserva tive accounts would not have occurred until at 
least towards the end of the Columbia Master's career. It remains, 
then, for us to resurrect the alternate suggestion: the Columbia Masler 
must have chosen the Floating Leaper Schema because it depicted an 
actual maneuver in bull-leaping, one where the leaper vaulted side
ways over the bull's back. 

Most representations of the Floating leaper Schema show no 
more than the leaper horizontal above the bu ll and holding on to some 
parI of the bull's head or neck, as the Co lumbia gem does. A fev" 
others, however, amplify the scene in some way. The lentoid from 
Mycenae Tomb 47 (Fig. 12), for instance, depicts the leaper in 
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preparation for landing.s Frontal assistants sometimes steady the bull 
in order to make thi s side~ays vault easy, as on the Columbia gem 
itself or on another lentOld eMS 7, no. 109 (Fig. 19), though 
occasionally the bull seems to have sl ipped the assistant and ga lloped 
away (Fig. 20). 

Such side·to-side vaulti ng may be imagined as a practice exercise 
fOfbeginners before they emboldened and trained themselves for more 
complicated and dangerous maneuvers. Two other sealstones lend 
5UP~rt to this new hypothesis: an early gem from Praisos in Crete (Fig. 
21) depicts a richly modeled and muscle-bound bull , ruminating in a 
field where a sideways leaper takes advantage of his prandial lethargy 
possibly because the leaper himsel f is inexperienced. Another lenfoid, 
eMS 5, no. 638 (Fig. 22) from Akana Tholos 1 near Pylas, may depict 
aoofher exercise for a novice leaper; on thi s sea l he floats in his 
customary pose but this time above a prancing wild Cretan goat 
(agrimi) apparentl y outfitted with some kind of girth probabl y to 
provide the vaulter with a grip li ke the one cowboys have when they 
bust broncos. 

If vaulting buJis from side to side was indeed a practice maneuver 
we can imagine a long training period for the leapers before they 
acquired enough confidence and su re skill to vau lt their fi rst bull in an 
arena in front of a festive crowd. While instincti vely we can appreciate 
fhe many hours the leapers spent training, we can also see now in 
some detail the ingenuity of their coaches: the invention of girths and 
grips used to perfect the leapers' gymnastic sense and the innovation of 
varying the practice an imals, substituting wild goats for bulls to 
accustom the leapers to the unexpected. That the athletes worked in 
teams of leapers and ass istants is ~rha ps, of all the aspects of thi s 
sport, the one most familiar and the most time-honored. 

Through the examples of the Floating leaper Schema, includ ing 
the agate gemstone at the University of Missouri -Columbia, we now 
have a more detailed appreciation of the pre-Classica l sport of ~~gean 
bull.leaping, from fi rst act of catching the bu ll , through the training of 
both butt and leapers, to the actual performance. 

JOHN G. YOUNGER 
Duke UmVCIsily 
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20. left impression of a 
lenloid now in the 
Asllmole,Jn Museum 
(Kenna, (relan Seals, 
no. 249; photo courtesy 
of the Ashmolean 
Museum/. 

21. Middle: impression 
of a lell/oid (rom Praisos 
(Herakleion Museum 
185/. 

22. Righi: impression of 
a lenloid from Akona, 
Tholos I ((MS 5, 638/. 



'Clay pouring vessels in the sh<lpe of a bull \\ ilh three sm<ln people clinging lo tne homs 
m<ly be Ihe e<lrliest represent<ltions 01 bull-g<lmes (Her,lkleion Museum 4120 and 
olhers from beehive-sh<lped [rholosJ tombs in south centr<l! Crete; A. Evans. PJlace 
o f Minos. (hereafter. PM] vol. 1 [london 19211 189-190, figs. 137 HI; H.·G. Buch
holz ,uxi V. KM,lgeorghis, Preh,storlc Grl't'Cc and Cyprus, [hereafter. B·KI, trans. F. 
G<lrvie [london 19731 no. 1214). 

l Bulis caught in nels: the violent gold (UP A (6-K. no. 1105) from the VaphelO tholos 
tomb. ca . 1450 B.C., <lnd several sedls, e.g. A. Xen<lki -5<1kelliIllOU. D'l'mPllOlschen 
und myk{'nischen Siegel c/('s N"/lO(Mlmu>cums 111 A/lien (Co'PU> der m,no,.e/ien und 
m ykenischen Siegel) (hcre<lfter CM5) vol. 1. no. 274, from the RutSI thulas, ca. 
14501l.C. Bull-gr<lppling: e.g .. (M51. nos. 95 imd 137 both from lombsJtM\·ceoae. 
The p<llace at M<llIi<l seems to have h.xl removable fences .lIong lhe ~Ides oi the 
Cenlr,ll Court and Ihese h<lve been nlenllfit.>d as barriers for prOlectmg 'pl'ClilIOO (rom 
rushing bulls, see I.W. G rah<lm. The PJI"cej of (r{'/(' (prinCeton 1962) Ch.!ptl'f 4; lhe 
p<linled bull in relief plaster from ne<lr the North Entrance at Kno<sos. oo.ll"o"Cf, gallops 
P<lSI an olive Iree over rough terr.lln -J fr'lgmenl of a woman'S "h,\e leg weJring J 
blue <lnklet probably belongs (/,M 1. 172fi.). Bulls wllh pic<ls in the shoulders: e.g .. 
(M5 5:2, noA 97 irom Ayia Irini, Keos . For represenlallonS of bull-Ieapmg, see I.G. 
Younger,"Bronze Age Representat ions 01 Aegc<ln Bull·Leapmg, "AmcnCdn /OOrnal of 
Archaeology 80 (1976) 125-137, imd J lollow-up article soon to be publi,hed in the 
same ;ournal. Killing the bulls ,1S p<lrl 01 the g<lme may be reflected on lne se,lll1one 
eMS 2:2. no. 60 from the Profilis EIi~s cemetery neM Knosws. Sacrifict'd bulls are 
depicted trussed up on sealstones li~e eMS I , no. 203 from Nafplion T.2 ~nd on lhe 
well-known p.linted s.arcophagus fronl Avia Triada (c. l ong, "The Apa TflJda 
Sarcophagus." Studies in MOO'\C"JnCJn Archaro/ogy, vol. oj 1. 1974). 

JpM 3, 228-229, fig. 161 . 
4A. Ward, Thc Quesl for Th<'scu; (NewYor~ 19701 Ills. 128 and 129. 
sAcco no. 57.8; diameter: 2.5 cm.; thickness: 1.0 cm. Elis is thegeflCla l reglOflaround 
Olympia. Phigaleia, now known pnncip.1l1y ,J.S Ihe c1,J.sslc,J.1 town th,J.I comml<lOoned 
the architect tktinos to build the Intriguing Temple of Apollo Eplkouno\ at Bas><I' . IS 
sa id to have produced <lnother lentOld now In Beflin (An/Ike Cemmen In deubChen 
5ammlunge-n [hereafle r,ACDSJ \'01. 2: Berlin [MunKh 1969J no. 271; ~ ~tOld In lhe 
St<llhatos Collection (P. t\mandry,ColIl'(llOfl 1I~lcne SI,lIh.IIOS; tes BljOUt dnt'Ques 
[Str;lsbourg 1953J no. 7) presents Ihe !o.lme scene ;ls the Bethn 5eJI, ,I MdStl.'fol Animal> 
flanked bv two Minoan genii, ,1nd IS Sdld to be from Andflt.sen<l, <I town near Phigalei;l. 

6Younger, " Bronze Agc Representations," 132. 
7More delJiled discussions oi aillhese groups appear Ifl ,I series of ,lrtlCleson 'Aegean 
Seats of the late Bronze Age: 1>1.lsters and Work_hop_." nI K,ldmos ~Innlflg \\llh In 
" Introd tx:tion," Kadmos 21 11982) 104·121. 

8A pictorial sherd (NMA 2675) from Mycenae depicts the same t;JO>e lYounger. "Bronle 
Age Represenlations." 134 , no, 111.14 , fig. 22 on 1>1. 20). 

~ Ibid. , 134. no. III. I 2, figs. 20 and 21 on pI. 2] ( '" t tcr,lklelon Museum 185\. 
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A Late Coptic Tunic 

Or the more ~biqujl~u~ ga.rments of the world, the tunic appears 
illitially to be without distinction. Its functional quality is underscored 
by its frequent depi~ljon i~ art ~nd its actual recovery from archaeologi
cal si tes from various historical periods and parts of the world. 1 

Occurring in Egypt throughout Dynastic limes, jf not earlier,2 the tunic 
survived the cha nges of the Roman and l ate Antique periods as the 
cruciform or Coptic tunic and remained an important ga rment of the 
Islamic era.3 Us utilization by men, women, and children (rom various 
levels of society throughout time attests to its appeal as a practi cal, 
comfortable piece of cloth i ng. 

Tunics whi ch have been recovered from the sands of Egypt 
provide evidence of another purpose: as a vehicle for display of 
tapestry-woven decorative ornaments. Certain of these decora tive 
embellishments were woven separately from the tunic and subse
quently applied to it. When the tunic itse lf was worn out , the 
ornaments were removed and used again on another garment. More 
recently, because of modern demand for Copt ic textiles, these appli ed 
tapestry ornaments have been taken from their tuni c hosts and so ld to 
collectors throughout the world. 

Other tapestry ornaments were woven into the tunic ground. They 
shared the same warp yarns and thus became an integral part of the 
tunic. less easi ly removed , these " laid_in"4 tapestry ornaments re
mained associated with their plainer complements. Such is the case for 
an ornamented Egyptian tun ic fragment in the Museum of Art and 
Archaeology (Fig . ' ). S It is the subject of th is analysis and Ihe following 
report by M. Cornman concerning its conservation. 

THE MUSEUM'S COPTIC TUNIC attributed to the Islam ic period, 
10th-11th centuries, 6 consists of a natural-co lored, plain woven fabric 
decorated with three areas of finely wrought laid- i n tapestry ornamen t, 
namely two c/av;7 (vertical bands) and a transverse band althe neck. 
There is evidence o f a tuck or fold8 used to shorten the tunic for a 
wearer at some point in time. Whether the fabric fragment is a front ~f 
a tunic is not known, for not enough remains to indica te exactly how It 
was worn. 

Forming addi tional trim below the transverse neck band is.a 
tubular braid<J ending in tassels of the same natural color as the tunIC 
ground. Weft fringe occurs in natural and red at the lower edge o~ the 
tunic and at the lower edges of the clavi . Red and naturall.ooped frInge 
can be seen along the edges of the tunic not far (ror:n the Jagged ~dges 
at the shoulders. Two lines of extra weft wrappmg (false braI d or 
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soumak) define the one side edge still intact. 10 A red false braid 
fin ishes the outermost side edge while a natural-colored soumak run s 
parallel to it. Near the lower edge, the same soumak trim has been 
drawn into a tassel for further embell ishment. 

The two clavi and the neck band 11 have dark red grounds 
decorated with polychrome schematized figures. At the outer edges of 
the tapestry areas are borders in a dark blue or black ground with a 
geometrically-shaped motif repeated in alternating colors. The excep
tion to this is the neck area where plant-like motifs, perhaps pome
granates, and braid define the boundary for that part of the tunic. 

Of the tapestry-ornamented portions, the neck section is the most 
fragmented. Those pieces that remain suggest the former presence o f 
two registers with a roundel at the center of each . The larger roundel in 
the lower register is flanked by sets of three schematized human 
figures. Four of the six figures retain fragments of heads and head
dresses which may be haloes. The remaining two are missing their 
Upper torsos and heads. 12 The central figures in both sets are depicted 
In elaborate trouser-like garments with arms(?) placed on adjacent 
shields(?) (See Fig. 2). O ne of the outside figures has the crossed legs 
associated with the Coptic dancer motifl) and appears to be carrying a 
stafforspear. So little remains of the upper register that it is difficult to 
comment further. 

On both clavi, pairs of segmented figures, some human and some 
animal, form an alternating sequence. Altho ugh the left clavus and its 
frgures are larger in scale than the right, both verti cal bands exh ibit a 
similar depiction and repetition of motifs. The motifs appear to ~ 
drawn from a repertory of mythological figures favored by CoptIC 
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weavers, such as Europa and the Bull and nereids or putti. Alternating 
with various paired figures in frontal positions are figures in profile 
which appear to be turned so that their faces look toward the shoulders 
of the garment. 

Two pairs of stylized human figures occur just below the fold or 
tuck line. They are separated from the rest by white lines which divide 
the red ground into long narrow rectangles. On the right side. the logic 
of the pattern is interrupted just above the fold line by a roundel with a 
distinctive motif not repeated elsewhere on the fragment; Ihis may be a 
signature motif. There is evidence for the presence of two other 
roundels appearing on ei ther side of the neck ope ning. Since neither 
retains its motifs, it is impossible to identify their former configurat ion. 

In general. the motifs are so schemat ized that there appears to 
have been no understanding of their tradi tional significance by the 
weavers. Whether human or animal, all of the tapestry-woven figures 
nave been reduced to l itt le more than masses with heads. trunks, and 
appendages defined by color. 14 This leads to an emphasis on pattern 
and decoration since individual motifs have lost many of their 
d istinguishing characteristi cs . It should be noted that the tapestry areas 
demonstrate a mastery of tapestry weaving and spinning, both neces
sary to the creal ion of finely executed tapestry ornaments. 

IN MANY WAYS THE MUSEUM'S TUNIC is very similar to other 
extant tunics of the late Antique and Copto-Islamic periods: it consists 
of a plain woven fabric ornamented with polychrome tapestry pieces. 
Although there are a number of variations to the placement, one 
version rather typically features bands or clavi extending to the lunic's 
lower edge and joined by tapestry or fringe at the neck opening. I S 

Many of these tunics also display a tuck or fold line similar to the one 
visible on the Museum's fragment. 1& Others exhibit the same means of 
decoration at the lower edge, 17 and most of these tuni c fragments have 
a false braid or extra-weft wrapping finish to the side edge. 18 

All of these tunics, including the Museum's, appear to have been 
loom-shaped. By "loom-shaped" it is meant that the preparation of the 
general garment ou tline occurs during the weaving of the fabric. 
l oom-shaped tunics are one piece and do not have seams at the 
shoulders (Fig. 3). When stretched out flat, the cross-shape becomes 
evident; hence the term "cruci form" not only describes its finished 
form but also impl ies the manner in which it was woven. 19 The 
loom-shaped tunic had certain characteristics. 1. Warp yarns moved 
across the fin ished tunic from sleeve hem to sleeve hem and from side 
edge to side edge (Fig. 3). 2. The neckline was formed and finished 
during weaving rather than being cut (rom the finished body of the 
tunic later (Fig. 4). 3. The neckline was parallel to the lower edge of 
the tunic. 4. Tapestry-woven ornament was inserted as part of the 
weaving process and wherever the wearer of the tunic desired. 5. Only 
the side and sleeve edges required fin ishing and/or sewing (Fig. 5). 
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Two other characteristics of loom-shaped tunics need to be 
mentioned. First, in the early ones, weavers formed cords of the warp 
yarns left at the sleeve and side edges to finish the seams. 20 Second, a 
weft-fringe could be added to the lower edges of the tunic by 
extending the weft ya rns beyond the warp and forming loops. The 
resulting loom-shaped weft fringe provided decoration at the lower 
edges of the garment. 

In examining the Museum's tunic closely, one observes several 
details which, when taken together, suggest a slightl y different treat
ment for this tunic than was typical. On the side edge near the 
shoulder area (Fig. 6), one sees a jagged portion of the plain woven 
tunic fabric extend ing beyond the false braid and the fringe trim. Also, 
just beneath thi s section one finds a piece of the red tubular bra id 
perpendicular to the side edge trim; it too extends beyond the red trim 
and ends in a jagged cuI. These pieces of evidence suggest the former 
presence of a sleeve for the tunic. Furthermore, additional red and 
natural fringe extends from the fragmented area i tself to a point wel l 
below the tubu lar braid (Fig. 6). A similar treatment of al ternating 
colors of fringe occurs on the badly damaged other side (Fig. 1). 
Unfortunately the side's condit ion does not aid in understanding the 
evidence concerning the possibi lity of former sleeves. 

If the Museum's tunic had sleeves, the question arises whether the 
side seams were joined. Thi s becomes perplexing when one observes 
decorative elements at the lower side edge (Fig. 7). The nalural
colored fringe and the finished edge would indicate an ornamented 
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3. Schematic outline of 
a loom-shaped tunic. 

4. Development of the 
neck line using the sli t 
tapestry technique. 

5. Tunic with areas 10 

be sewn IOgether. 



6. Dctail of the upper 
right side of the tunic. 

7. Right: detail of (he 
lower righ( edge of (he 
tunic. 

open side to the tunic. Yet a sleeve shape would require some means 
of joining the front and back of the garment. 

Judging from extant Coptic tunics, most loom-shaped tunics did 
have sleeves. There are , however, except ions, one of which is a 
sleeveless tunic from the Fayum now in the Louvre (Fig. 8).~! Although 
the Louvre tunic has no neck band ornament, it does have decorative 
shoulder bands, weft fringe, and a braid trim at the outer side edges 
just as does the Museum's tunic. Unlike the latter, the former has 
stripes of white at its side edges; and its clavi are decorated with small 
flowers, medallions w ith vegetable motifs, and either lions or plants in 
a violet purple disk. D iamond shapes alternate with the roundels 
throughout the lengths of both clavi. The only indication of definition 
to the armhole appears at a point very near the shoulder line of the 
tunic. Exactly how the sleeve was formed is not known, although it is 
li kely that there was some kind of closing or seam involved. 

A sleeved tunic (Fig. 9) in the Brooklyn Museum12 suggests a 
possible reconstruction for the Missouri tunic. The Brooklyn tunic 
exh ibits the same fu l l length clavi and ornamental neck edge as does 
the Missouri version, and both tunics have weft fringe. In better 
condition and with more of its shape intact, the Brooklyn tunic 
suggests an alternative to the more traditional closed side tunics. It has 
sleeves, but the lower section of each side is open. This particular 
treatment seems a l ikely explanation for the presence of decorative 
elements and the indications of a former sleeve found on the Museum's 
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8. left: manteau, G 61 
AC 558, Musee 
NatIOnal du louvre. 

9. Below: sleeved tunic, 
AC 41.523, The 
Brooklyn Museum, 
Charles Edwin Wi/bour 
Fund. 



10. Above: loopoo Pile 
runic, 26.9 .6. 
Me/ropa/iran Must'um 
of Art. Gifl of Edwdfd S. 
Harkness, 1916 

J J. Righi: sketch of ,he 
Missouri lunic
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Coptic t.unic: Apparently both the Brooklyn Museum tunic and the 
Missouri tUniC fragment occupy a point between the numerous closed 
tunics and the open, sleeveless version found in the l ouvre's collec
tion. Just how many others o~iginally belonged to this group is not 
koown. The~e may be ~ functl?nal explanation for these differences, 
for the wearmg of multiple tunICS of different lengths and styles at the 
same time was w idespread in the Mediterranean area. 21 

Ne\'~rthel~ss, ~he trea~ment of decorative fringe at the shou lders 
of the Missouri tuniC remains unusual, for such ornamentation is not 
typical of extant Coptic tunics. Instead these tuni cs used either laid -in 
or applied tapestry-woven squares, roundels, or narrow bands to 
provide relief from the plain surfaces of the sleeves. A Coptic tunic in 
theMelropoli tan MuseumN does show evidence, however, of textu ral 
elaboration in the form of a looped pile (Fig. 10). Such a structure may 
function as protection from cold rather than as decoration. Unfortu
Ildlely many of the surviving looped or structural-pile and tapestry 
fragments do not display an obvious tunic shape, and there are other 
possibili ties for their former use, including bed coverings. Examples of 
these fragments may be seen in nearly every major collection of Coptic 
textiles in the world. If the decorative fringe did in fact extend over the 
shoulders of the Missouri tunic , it wou ld have exhibited something of 
the details illustrated in Figure II. 

Apparently, the use of looped pile texture was a technique 
favored by Egyptian weavers, as witnessed by the numerous fragments 
recovered in that country. What is different about the Museum's tunic 
is the placemen t of four rows of looped fringe in an alterna ting 
sequence of color at the shoulder of the tuni c. In a sense this particular 
decorative feature applies a traditional weaving technique to the 
development of a new shoulder embellishment for the tapestry
ornamented tunic. One wonders if the four rows of looped fringe were 
not a faster means to ach ieve elaboration of pattern than was the 
weaving of the more traditional tapestry ornamen t. 

Although the shoulder treatment of the tunic appears unusual, the 
tapestry·woven ornament of the clavi and neckband is not. Parallels in 
iconography can be found in other Coptic tex til es since the ornaments 
are related stylistically to the schemati zed figures which du Bourguet 
associates with tenth and eleventh cen tury Coptic textile art. He 
suggests that in this period of Fatimid rule, Coptic art elaborated upon 
two trends present in earlier work: Coptic weavers apparently main
tained a reputation for mastery of textile weaving, producing work for 
their Moslem rulers (Copto-Moslem art) and for non-~oslems (th.e 
so-called Coptic traditional art) as well. ls Du Bourguet Illustrates his 
distinctions by recourse to two portrai ts. In the first, he uses as an 
example of his Copto-Moslem Category a fragment of luster J!Ouery. 
This JXlrtrait incorporates "a Byzantine pose but the eyes are d l stor~ed 
in the Coptic manner, wh ile the stylization of the plant-stems whl.ch 
form the decorative selting seems rather to reflect Moslem 11:'
nuence."2b The other port ra it is an example of his tra.ditional, C~Pt.IC 
art. It is a wood panel from the chapel of John the Baptist, Aba s-Slfaln 
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12. Left: dc/a il of /he 
right clavus of the 
M issouri tunic. 

13 . Right: clclail. lnv. 
No. 205192, Israel 
Museum. 

and depicts the figure of a monk. Although the schematization of the 
facial features is similar to Fatimid art (the Copto-Moslem), du 
Bourguet feels that the " weightiness" of the figure is more Coptic thari 
Moslem, thus representing the second of the two tendencies. v 
Reducing the human figure to blocks of co lor is another cha racteristic 
of du Bourguet's second category/8 and both human and animal 
figures are depicted on the Missouri tunic with lilli e more than heads, 
trunks, legs and occasiona lly arms (Fi g. 12) . Eyes are retained, but 
other facial features are eliminated for the most part. Noses are 
sometimes indicated by a verti ca l line dividing the oval shape of the 
face in half. If o ne accepts du Bourguet' s di st inctions, then the 
juxtaposition of human and animal figures o n a ground free of 
extensive elaborati on of floral and geometri c motifs places the Mis
souri tunic's ornaments in the second of his ca tegories, i.e .. traditional 
Copti c art. 

Baginski and Tidhar reproduce in their cata logue a clavusl ,) (Fig. 
T3 ) with stylisti c treatment simi la r to that o f the clavi found on the 
Museum's tunic and on three other exampl es in the Louvre. JO Their 
unifying character istics are a simi lar geometric border, the red color 
and division of ground , and reduct ion of portio ns of the human body 
to juxtaposed areas of color. 
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ICONOGRAPHIC PARAllElS are not as easily distinguished as are 
stylistic ones, for the reduction of figural motifs to masses makes such 
identification and interpretation uncertain. For instance, in the case of 
the Europa and the Bull myth, the Brook lyn Museum offers an 
example (Fig. 14V 1 where Europa (if the figure is female) rides an 
animal with horns. The Missouri tunic's ornament seems to include 
schematized versions of this same motif (F ig. ' 6, Motifs A and B). 
Certainly a bovine flavor is conveyed by the bent forelegs and hooves 
of the animals, as well as the massive trunks. 32 The adjacen t faces 
could represent females astride the animals. But the lack of horns may 
pose problems for such an interpretation. In the schemati za tion of 
figures, did the bu l l lose its hornsr Or, did the loss of horns on the bull 
convey special meaning? Depiction of the Europa and the Bull motif 
on an ivory plaque from Egypt contributes to the puzzle (Fig 15). In it, 
Europa is depicted holding the bull's right horn. Jl That the horn has 
since broken away does not alter the unusual arrangement of the 
l11O(if. The ramifications of the Europa and the Bull motif in Egyptian 
art deserve further consideration. The barely discernible figures 
partially in profile and turned toward the shoulders of the tuni c (Figs. 
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14. Tapestry Square 
with Europa and the 
Bull, AC 41.800, The 
Brooklyn Museum, Gifl 
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15 . Left: ivory plaque 
with Europa alld Ihe 
Bu/l, 71.593, The 
Wallers Art Gallery, 
Baltimore. 

16. Right: detail of Ihe 
lefl clavus of the 
Missouri tunic. 

12 and 16, Motif C) present another prob lem in iconographic inter
pretation, for only in one section (Fig. 12, Motif () does enough 
survive to give any indica tion of their former postion. These motifs 
may represent either a nereid (sea nymph) riding some kind of sea 
creature or perhaps a w inged pulIO. Both are favorite motifs from the 
cl assicallradition. Aga in, the Europa and the Bull tapestry square (Fig. 
14) offers a basis for comparison despite the lack of a profile position 
for the nereids' heads. The schematization of the Missouri tunic's 
fi gures makes the identifi ca tion of even w ings d ifficult. Further com
parative materia l can be found in Baginski and Tidhar who identify the 
winged figures on No.1 80 of their catalogue3 4 as putti, and they point 
to similarities with a Louvre textile, G 10635 in which du Bourguet 
describes the motifs as putt iY' All of these putti are winged and in 
profile. 

Another motif found on the Museum's tunic is one with emphasis 
on bent legs and a head/ha lo rather than on the trunk of its body. Its 
significance is not known although the flexed and profile IXlsitions of 
the two legs probably represent an an imal. 

The pa irs of full length humans (Fig. 1) appear to be dancing 
although none of these have the crossed legs typicall y associated with 
actio n in Coptic figural art. One rather interesting feature of the tunic's 
tapesty-woven motifs is the sense of movement, frozen in time and 
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space, afforded by the treatment of legs. Only the trousered centra l 
~~.oflhe lower part of the neck band (Fig. 2) appear to be so lidly 

The rather curious combination of Ihe symmetrically ,a·sed 
.,.. h (r' 1 arms signh1mg t e o,a~t a _gure, usually female, standing with Qut-

stretched arms a~ In prayer) and the bent legs of a dancer or runner 
within the same flgu r~s, suggests a further confusion in the iconograph_ 
ic program of the tumc 5 tapestry ornaments. A lthough the orant motif 
originate:<! ~s a g~sture o~ prayer, it came to symboli ze piety for pagan 
and, Christian, a,llke. In , liS next stages it was used on sa rcophagi o f 
ordinary Ch nst ~ans~ 7thl s evolv~ by the fourth century to use for 
marty~ and .sa l~t S. The ~pra ls~. arm s of the oranl portrait were 
combined wit h figures stand,~g , ~ Ittlng, o r rid i ng, but seldom dancing 
and seld~m nude. An exception IS the nude dancer wi th crossed legs 
and upraised arms seen on a Coptic tunic in the Brooklyn Museum 
dated 10 the tenth century,~8 In the case of the Museum's tuni c, the 
crossed·leg orant figure in the neck sect ion is clothed. 

Certainly Coptic weavers combined Late Antique subjects w ith 
Christian and other motifs throughout the period, but these internal 
discrepancies further illustrate a lack of understanding of the meaning 
of the motif. The motif or symbol had been reduced to pattern, for 
whatever reason. 

THE MUSEUM'S LATE COPTIC TUNIC provides an excellent example 
of tile use of finely executed tapestry-woven o rnament to decorate an 
otherwise plain and ordinary garment. A loom-shaped or cruciform 
type, the tunic has three areas of laid-in tapestry, Because of its 
decorative program, the tun ic belongs to that group which has a 
transverse neck band and fu tt-Iength clavi. Weft fri nge can be seen at 
the l()W"er edges, and fold lines indicate its use by more than one 
"'earer. Decorative elements and jagged edges at the shoulder p lace 
the tUllic in a sl ightl y different category from either the closed o r open 
tunics; it must have been a sleeved garment wi th partia l ly open sides. 
The rather distinctive treatment of shoulder fringe places it in a c lass by 
itself, however. The appl ica tion of a traditi onal looped technique to 
the ornamentation of a shou lder-sleeve area is unusual and may 
represent a means to avoid the more time-consuming tapestry decora
tion. 

Schematized human and animal figure motifs decorate the davi 
and the neck band . A reduction of figu res to masses coupled w ith a 
background free of elaborate pattern ing suggests a relation to du 
Bourgue!'s category of traditional Coptic textile~. Motif~ in the,taJJeS:try 
areas appear to stem from traditional mytho logica l subJects std l belOg 
used in Ihis Copio- isiamic period bul w h ich had become largely 
unrecognizable. Such treatment suggests the subject malt~r was no 
longer understood by the Coptic weavers a lthough they sti li demon
strated a technical mastery of the tapestry-weaving medium. 

lUCV ROV SlUlEY 
UnwCfsrly of C(>()r8r.l 
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I Examples of the tunic's depiction in art include: a statuette recovered irom NeuI'y-et1_ 
5uli ias, late sixth century s.c. reproduced in F. Boucl~cr,Twen!y ThOU5.lnd YeMs of 
Fashion (New York 1967) 141, pl. 216; King Ashurbampalll from Nlmrud, IbId., 46. 
pI. 57; and figures embroidered on t.he Bayeux talJ(.'5try. rep ... oduced in 8.iyeu~ 
T.lpisserie de la Reine Mathilde (pans: C~e des .Arts Photomechafllques. n.d.). 
Examples of actual tunics are the North American Plams IndIans and EskImo garments 
reproduced in R. Cue. Sacred Ci~/es; .2()()(). Years o( North i\meflcdn Ind,'}n Art. 
Nelson.Atkins Museum (Kansas City, MIssourI 1977) no. 41 5 and IW). 238. respec_ 
tively. The recovery of actuilltunic·sh,rts from a Middle Paleohthlc site In the Sov,et 
Union illustrates the· tunic's longevity as a garment: see " PaleolIthIC Funeral:· 
ScientIfic American 212:2 (Feb. 1965) 53-54. The I,lpanese kimono might be 
considered to be tunic variant only because it IS ,1 wrapped garment. 

~S. Landi and R.M. Hall , "The Discovery and Conservation of an Ancient ES'lplian 
linen Tunic,"Studies ;n Conservation 24 (1979) 141 -152. Although a cahbrated 
Carbon-14 date of 4312:!:78 8P (2362 B.C.I indic,ltes a FIfth Dyna>ly date for the 
Egyptian tunic. Landi and Hall feel that an earlier First Dynasty date is more consistent 
with the archaeological evidence (see especially PI). 141. 146-147). 

'P. du 8oorguet, Catalogue des lto(fes CopIes I. Musee NatIonal du Louvre IPari, 
1964) H 182, H 183 and L8. Scholarly activity in the last twenty-five years h.:l~ .eo.·,sW 
an earlier chronology for Coptic te~tiles which placed the manufacture of all CopelC 
textiles before 641 A.D. It seems obvious that Coptic weavers were producrng texliles 
during the I sl~mic period, and many of these were tuniCS. 

·"Laid-in'· refers to che weaying of the pdttemed sectIon whIle weavingthe unpdtter!led 
area. The laid· in sections of tapeslry are Pfoduced by introducing p.lttern wl'h mto the 
shed instead of plain wefl. See I. Emery, The Primary Structures oi Fdbll(5 (W~shrng
ton, D.C. 1966) 141 fl. and 1701. , fOf.l thorough discussion of the PfOCe$5. Tapestry is 
defined as an unbalanced weft-faced fabnc wllh " diSCOfltrnuous welt pdtternmg'· in 
ibid., 88. A. B~ginski and A. Tidhar in Textiles from [gyP{, 41h to 13th Centuries (.f. 

{Mayer Institute for Islamic Arc. Jerusalem 1980) 27, use the term "insert" to refer to 
this process. A. Geijer, A History of rexlole Arl (london 1979) 89·91. proposes the 
term "inserted t.lpestry" to designate the process of inserllng p.luemed weft into a 
plain woven fabric. 

SA gift of Mr. T.E. Bachman, the tumc fragment {Acc. No. 79.141) me.lMlres 1.115 m. 
(warp) x 1.38 m. (weft). 

"Small sample radioc.lrbon dating of a pdtch removed durmg conservatIOn 01 the tunIC 
places it at a slightly earlier date of 775 AD. (w,th a rilnge of 650-900 A.O.l. 

'Clayi refers to the vertical bands "hich span the shoulder areas of a g;rfTTlCnt. They 
mayor may not extend to its lower edge. 
~2J.5 em. total depth. 
"Tubular bfaid. according to Baginski and Tidhar, Teltl/e~ (rom Egl'pt, 25, is one of 
three types of braid-like trim found on COptiC lextlles. The remJlnlng 1I\'0.lre used to 
disguise slits formed in the weaying of tapestry areas and to SP.lCl' the"a'pattheedgl', 
providing tassels as well. The latter is .eferred to as ··false braId" or !iOUm.-rk, 

IOlbid. Emery. PnnJ.Jry Structure o( FdbriCs, 215ff., refers to the 51nKturJI .Ktion~ 
involved as extra-weft wr,lpping of "hlCh thl' so-c.ll1ed soumak IS the "mp/est 

"ll em. is the width of the wnd on the left SIde oi thl' tunIc and 10.5 em. I~ the 
me,lsurement for the right. ·· Left" indICates the left side from the ~iewer's per<pec!il·e 
while "right" refers to the right side as one faces the tunIC. The ned b.and is 23 em, 
deep. 

I~Presumably those figures without hool'es rndic,"e humans I~hlle those Illth hooves 
suggest animals, 'llthough probably mythICal ones. 

IJThe dancing figure motif is frl!'quently represented In CoptiC te~tIIL'5. See, for e~Jmple, 
no. 44, no. 51 ,md no. 75 in J. Trillrng, The Roman Herit.l&'f' Te~ll/es flom E~pt dnd 
Ihe Eastern Mediterr.lnean, 300 10 600 AD. (Washington . D.C. 19821 pdgt'S 59. 62 
and 77, .espectively; du Bourguet,C.JtJ/ogue 1 D 58 _ 0 60; no. 110 In 8agms~1 and 
Tidhar. Texhles from Egypt, 86 . Crossed legs can be seen on other human ligures in 
Coptic an as weU. The figures iny,lriably e~press movement ,md .lChon by the eros"ng 
of the legs. An ex,lmple of this can be seen in I. Beckwith, "Coplic Textrles." (ilu 
Review, 1'01. 12:no. 133. 8 and III du Bourguet, C lla/ogue I. D 130. 

14p. du Bourguet. The Art oi Ihe Copt:;, If,ms. C. Hay-Sh,lIv {New Yor~ 19;11 18lii. 
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'lSeedu IloorgucC Cala/ogue I, G 134, G 2&) and 1-1 182· M Dim'nd "C , . T . 
,. "M I •. u". OplC unlCS 

1I1 1he~le1lOpO Itiln Museum, e[fop!) ,[,m M.uR'um Studies /I ( 1929.1930) (here.liter 
M\lS 111243. fig. 4 ; D. T~m~. Cop/IC Tf'JC/i/es In [he Brooklyn Mu5('tJm {New York 
1,71)&1·86, 00. 37. Bilgln~k~ and Tldhar.Tex.'i/t>s from Egypt., 66.87, 00. 110, ilnd 
161·163, no. 256; .1nd l., Tnl~mg. ROmdn Henfill,:<, lex/iles, 77, no. 74. 

"hck hoes are mas! ~ead,!y . d,s<ermble 011 no. 37, pp. 84·86. in Thompson, Coptic 
T/'lbles, ~rd 00. 74 In Trilling, Rom~n Heri/d!:r' Texli/es. 

'"See Thompson. Coptic Texliles. no. )7: Baginski <lnd Tidhar lexli/es (rom fgyp! no 
110; Trilling, ROflliln HeftloJge Tex/lles. no. 74: du Bourguel. Calil/ogue I (; oi 
,Illustrated here as Fig. 8) and the fragment, H 137. • 

''Sff H 137 in du Bourguct's Cdlalogue /; no. 256 in Baginski and Tidhar, Te~riles from 
Egrpl; and figure 18 In M , Hald, " Ancient Textile Techniques in Egypt and 
Sc¥dIl'l.lvia," ACla Arc~deo/oglca 17 09461. R. Pfisler and L. Bellinger discuss Ihc 
finishing of 1uniC edges In [~caviJ{/ons at DUr,l Europos, Final Reparr IV. PMI II: Tnt. 
lew/ts (New H,lVen 1945) 14f. 

''H.IId. '1exlile Techni(IUes," 94ff. The e~ecution of Ihc cruciforOllunic is summarized 
III !he wne >ource and also In pfisler .Jnd Bellinger. Dura Europos lV, 141. l. Wilson 
III hrrC/oIhing of Inc AnCIent Roman:; (Balil/oore 1 '138) also discusses the process on 
poises )6.58. 

lOAccording 10 pfister and Bellinger, Dur.J Europos IV. 14, all Ihe tunics recovered at 
Oul. Europos h.Jd warp cords tre.Jled In this manner. The deslruction of the cily 
ocCWlftl in 256 A.D., pl.Jcing lhe Dura milleriills in the Early Christian CfJ . 

lin du Bourgl.lel , Calalogue I, G 61. li s dimensions are 1.0 x 0.80 m. 
llThompson. Coplic Textiles, 84-87, no. 37. The lunic measures 1.32 m. (length))( 1.45 

m, h.id!tt). 
:JFor 1M practice In Ihe Roman Emp"e. see Boucher, 20,000 Yean 01 Fashion, 119ff . 

• nd Wilson, Ancien! Ronhlns. 6 7f. B. Pilyne discusses the ,· .. earing of lunic and 
d.llm~hc It he wide·sleeved tunic) by BYZilnline men and WOOlen prior 10 Ihe sevell1h 
century and by the empress of Ihe elevenlh dnd twelflh cenluries. in A /-lis/ory of 
COSIOOIl' (New York 1965) 1 29ff. 

1'(1, M\/S II. 243 ,lOd fig. 7. Amphimalld, ,lccording 10 Dimand, ilppilrenrly referred 10 
the pitt fabrtc used in the construction of these tunics. Wilson, Ancienl Rom.ms. 66, 
discusses lhe use of a heavily nill)ped wool fabric. gausapil, which WilS used (or 
IIArTMt. 

1100 Boutguet. Arl of {he Copts, 18Off. 
~., 182. 
I' lbid. 
''Ibod 
~<lI!I Museum, Inv. 00. 205192 , ca . 81h- IOIh centuries, in Bilginski 'lnd Tidhar, 

TeAbles from Egypt , 115, 00. 164. less closely related slytisrkilily bul similar, 
nonethele5s. is a clavus reproduced in t. Kybalovil, Coplic Tex/lles (london 1'167) 
138f. 

II)du 8ourguet. Cdlil/ogue '- G 217, G 219 and G 220. 
"~.CopllC Texli/es. 74 and pI. 14.00.32. Thompson alsogi\'CSOIher l)ilraUels 

lor II1IS motif. 
l-1he author is IIldebted 10 Professor Frances Van Keuren, Dep.1rtmenl of Art, 

Unll-ers;ty eM Georgiil, for her insighls and commenls on Ihis point. 
"a. K. Weiumann, ed. , Age of Sprr,rudlilY (New York 197'1) 168-169. 
"~andTidhar , Te)(ll/es from Egyp(. 123. 00. 180, inv. 00. 6723. H.lifa Museum. 
IIdu Bourguec. CUd/ogue I , G 106. 
~bid., GI08andG 109. . . 
"A. Gr.bar. ChrrS/i,1n Iconography: A Study of ils Origl!ls, BoUingen Senes 35 

'Pnnceton 1968) 74ff. See such e)(amples of sculplural figures in A. Badawy.Co?~IC Ar! 
MId kchileclure (C.lmbridge, Mass. 1978) 212f.; D . Shepherd. "SiIlllIS .l~ a 5mner 
m TII'oCoptic Texliles. " Cleveland Museum of Ar/ Bullelin (0<.'(. 1974) 33 1·335; .1.nd 
Kyba!ol'a, CopIiC Textiles, 105 and 137. An unpublished roundel .l/Ihe Nelson-Aikins 
MUSNm of Art , KanS<lS City. Missouri , ace. no. 49- 17, e~hiblts 11'0'0 con fronted 
mounted riders not in the Of.lnt position, but mounled nonetheless. 
~hompson, CoptIC Texliles, 82f. The author comments on the confUSion of motifs 

represented by a nude f igure in lhe oral'll !XJSC. 
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1. The CoptiC lun;c 
fragmen!. before 
!rea/men!. 

Conservation of a 
Coptic Tunic Fragment 

I n 1979 the Museum acquired half of a Coptic tunic as a gift. I It 
arrived in the Museum neatly folded in a padded envelope measuring 
l Ox 14 inches. Upon inspection, the fabric appeared to be relatively 
supple, and it was decided that unfold ing the fabric would not cause 
too much harm . What follows here is the report of the subsequent 
conservation measures taken to stabilize one of the largest and best 
archaeological textiles in the Museum's collection. 

Examination. At ils ma ximum points the tunic fragment measures 1.38 
m. long and 1.'1 5 m . wide (4 feet, 7 inches by 4 feet) (Fig. 1), It is 
woven in one piece except for the red bands sewn along the sides. The 
design cons ists of d ark blue-bordered red clavus bands on a natural 
bac kground with added red loops and bands along the sides. An 11 
em. tuck runs horizontally through the cente r of the fabriC, though the 
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ancient sewing threads have since been cut and the tuck is now 
unfolded. The weave consists of; plain weave in the background, slit 
tapestry in the clavi, braiding at the neck, braiding with looping at 
intelior top edges of clavus and along edges, and braiding of the 
bottom fringe. The fiber of construction , which was identified by 
microscopic analysis, is wool, both warp and weft. In weave construc
tion it is fairly uniform with ten warps per centimeter by forty-eight 
wefts per centimeter. 

The tunic has suffered from na tural aging and from previous 
restoration. Although approximately eigh ty percent complete, there is 
extensive loss of fabric along the left side, at the top (especially in the 
design area), on the lower right side, and the bottom. Numerous tears, 
Joss of warps and wefts are apparent throughout the fabric. Previous 
attempts at restoration of missing portions are visible; fragments of 
another ancient textile (possibly the reverse side of this textile> are 
sewn to this fabriC with orange, green and white thread (Figs. 2 and 3). 
A particularly obvious repair is a rectangular area on the lower right 
side in which the tunic and the patch were cut to size and machine
sewed together (Fig. 4). Thai this patch is not part of the tunic is 
evident from the fact that the patch has a line of braiding which is 
inconsistent with the tunic's design in this area. 
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2. Dctilil of previous 
restoration: stitching 
and parches. 



J. DeM;1 of previous 
resrorarion: srirching 
and parches. 

4. Derail of previous 
res/orarion: a large 
parch machine-sewn ro 
rhe runic. 

: ".", \ .... f 
'. 

Overa ll the fabric is heavil y soiled. Stains, with accompanying 
accretion caused by the exudation of chemicals from the deteriorating 
body that was wrapped in the tunic, are prominent along the central 
length and at the shoulders. The fabric is somewhat brittle except 
along the central horizontal tuck, which is not only cleaner but is 
almost as supple as new wool fabric. 
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Tr.ealm~nt. The ~irst step in the conservation treatment was to ascer
tain: 1) If the tunIC cou ld be wet-deaned and 2) if wet-cleaning would 
stre~gthen th~ fibers. For these purposes one of the extraneous 
anclent-materl a.1 fragments was r~moved from the tunic and tests were 
conducte<! on I.t. It was de.te.rmmed that the textile could withstand 
wel-Cleaning Wi th only a minimal loss of that fiber which was already 
powdered. 

As a first step in the cleaning process, eacb colored area on the 
tunic was tested for permanence in the cleaning solutions. Thi s was 
acco~plished by placing . on~ drop each o( water and detergent 
solution on each color, letting It penetrate, and then blotting the area. 
All colors appeared to be stab le in the solutions to be used. 

In preparation for washing a medium weight polypropylene 
screening was stapled to a 5 x 6-(oot frame constructed of 1 x 3-inch 
pine and reinforced in the corners with lis-inch masonite. The tunic 
was transferred to the screening, where the machine-sewn area and 
other puckering areas of restoration were removed. Due to the extent 
01 loss in the neck area, the reinforcing fabri c here was not removed in 
order to minimize further losses. With a second screen placed on top 
of the tunic, the tunic was loosely basted to the screening with 100% 
cotton thread, being careful to sew between the tunic's fibers. In order 
to prevent the sell ing of loose surface soil into the tun ic's fabric, the 
mounted tunic was vacuumed, both front and back, through the 
polypropylene screening . 

Due to the ex traordinary size of the sc reened textile, a spec ial 
washing tank had to be assembled out-of-doors. Wooden boards, 
measuring 2 x 8 inches, were assembled to form a 6 x 7-foot tank . l The 
tank was lined with two sheets of 10 mil polyethylene sheet ing and 
filled with tap water. To complex w ith the iron, magnesium, calc ium 
and other metals in the hard water, Calgon was added to each tank o f 
water at a rate of two tablespoons per gallon of water. The washing 
sequence proceeded as follows at forty minute intervals: I ) prelimi
nary wash in wa ter, 2) two wash baths of Orvus in water, J 3) three 
rinse baths of water . During each forty-minute cycle, the tuni c was 
gently agitated by carefu lly pressing a sponge down over the entire 
surface (Fig. 5). This allowed for the dissolution of soi l without 
displacement or straining of the tunic fabric. Altogether, the washing 
procedure used 100 gallons of water, twen ty ounces of Calgon and 
one quart of Orvus detergent. After washing, the tunic was dried by 
pressing between clean blotters and then air d rying inside the M.useum. 

Some discoloration still appeared on the blotters, which had 
come primarily from the body stain areas. W hile more stain ing might 
have been removed with continued washing, this (actor could not 
outweigh the additional fraying or breaking of fibers already noted 
during the procedure. The washing procedure served to remo:,e a 
large part of the ingrained dirt and dust, which wou.ld cause detenora
tion in the texti le and it served to strengthen the fibers. 

During the drying process, the top sc re~n and ?asting sti tches 
were removed. On its backing sc reen , the tuniC was laid down onto a 
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5. Cl'llrly prcssing /hc 
/Un; c wi/h ~polIgcs 
during 1Ill' wash 
sequcncc , 

one-inch thick sheet of styrofoam. Wrinkles in the tunic were gently 
reduced by pinning the texti le to the styrofoam with brass insect pins. 
After drying, additiona l pinning, using steam to relax the fibers, 
reduced the wri nkles further and helped to align the warps and wefts. 
The reinforcing fabric in the neck area and other restorations were 
removed. 

The tunic was then ready for permanent mounting. A 2J2 plain 
weave monk's cloth (100% cotton) was chosen as the permanent 
mounting fabric. This was washed twice in hot detergent solution to 
remove sizing, and then it was dyed to a color more consistent with 
the tunic. The monk's cloth was stretched over a S x SlIl ·foot stra iner 
made of 1 x 3-inch pine boards with cross-braces. The tunic was 
transferred to the monk's cloth, aligned w ith the warps and wefts, and 
sewn down wi th 100% cotton thread. Stitches were placed approxi
mately one inch apart in a grid-like p<lttern. The lost areas under the 
clavi were inlaid with 100% wool cloth and sewn down in a similar 
manner. Every fiber in the holes and on fragmented edges was sewn 
down individua l ly. This procedure required many assistants and 600 
hours of sewing time." The completely restored tunic is illustrated on 
page 82. 
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~fte r mounting, the texti le wa.s framed beh ind Plexiglas, using a 
half-Inch spacer between the text ile and the Plexiglas. In choosing 
Plexiglas several factors were considered . 

1. Plexiglas is electrostatic. However, since the des ign is 
woven and not applied paint, it was fel t that there wou ld 
be min imal effect to the tun ic. 
2. Plex iglas is less likely to fractu re than glass, especiall y 
in the frame size considered. 
3. Plexiglas weighs less than g lass. 

Now mounted, the tun ic can be easi ly and safely displayed fo r six 
months and then covered and stored hori zo ntall y for six months. In the 
six.month viewing time, the textile bui ld s up stresses, espec iall y at the 
points of sewing. Al so at this time l ight causes deterioration o f the 
fibers. In storage, the fiber stresses are re l ieved and the black cloth 
covering prevents further light damage. In this way the tun ic can be 
viewed today and preserved for the future. 

'GiftofMf. T.E. Bachman (Acc. No. 79. 141). 

MAURA F. CORNMAN 
University o( Mlssour;·Columbid 

~'/ood for the tank was donated by the William Biers family. 
JOtvus isa gentle-action, non·ionic detergent avai lable from TALAS, 130 Fifth Avenue, 
New York, NY 100 11 . 

'twould like to extend my thanks to everyone at the Museum for their patience during 
this treatment. Especially I would like to thank all the willing hands who helped in the 
WMlng and the tedious sewing: Anna Margar~t Fields, ~at~y Evans. C~ndy Wayne, 
RIchard Baumann, lisa Kahn, P.I. Teer and Elizabeth W indisch. Most Importantly 1 
WISh to elItend my greatest appreciation to }eUrey W ilcox, who helped in every w.-.y 
.nd designed the final framing. 
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